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Booming enrollment figures,
higher this year than ever before
at the University of Kentucky and
four of the five State-supported
colleges, have pointed up the need
of the $48 million construction
program currently under way at
the State's institutions of higher
learning.
Besides increased enrollmentsmore than 15 per cent higher than
last fall-expanded curricula and
outdated facilities have also contributed to the need for the step-up
in building.
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To supply this need, construction totaling more than $48 million
is currently under way at the six
State institutions. Another $16
million in projects is in t he design
stage or under contract. And an
additional $4 mill io n in construction has been completed recently.
Financing of the con truction
program for the Unive rsity a nd
Slate colleges is being handled
mainly by revenue bonds, with
some as islance from the capital
construction fund.
The Unive rsity of Kentucky has

g n Pragres

by far the most construction in
progress at present - more than
$25 mill ion. The amount of wo rk
now going on at other State colleges includes: Eastern State
College at Richmond, $8,300,000 ;
M urray State College at Murray,
$5,200,000; Mo r ehead State
College at Morehead, $4,150,000;
Western State College at Bowling
Green, $3,400,000; and Kentucky
State Co ll ege at Frankfort,
$475,000.
Each of these schools except
Kentucky State repo rted a reco rd

en rollment thi fa ll . The Fra nkfo rt college reported an enrollment
of 708 students; the record there
was 710 severa l yea rs ago.
The University of Kentucky has
another $13 millio n in constru ction
projects in the pla nning stage. At
other S tate colleges the estimated
cost of p rojects being pla nned includes: Eastern, $2,100,000 ; Western, $500,000 ; Murray, $1,445.000;
Mo rehead, $805,000 ; and Kentucky S tate, $685,000 - totaling
a lmost 10 million.
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WORK RECE TLY was started on the Bell Health a nd Physical
Education Building at Kentucky State College in F rankfo rt. This
architl·cfs drawing shows the $389,000 building which will house the
,·ollei:c gymnasium and swimming pool, along with other health a nd
ph~·sical education facilities. The new buildi ng is expected to be
l'Omp)eted in late spring or early summer of 1962.
HEM I TRY-PHYSICS BUILDING at th e Uni versity of K entucky
in Lex ington is bei ng buil t at a cost of $5,800,000. This aerial view,
taken du ring an early phase of con t ru ction, shows wo rk on the fourstory stru cture. Designed to be one of th e fin est chemistry- ph ysics
facilities in the ou th, the bu ilding fa ces R o e S t. nea r the home of
U. K. President Frank G. Dickey (at left in photograp h). Completion
of the building will allow renovation for use by other departments of
build ings now housing the chemistry and physics depa rtments. An
annex (below) lo Ea t Men's H all on th e cam pus of Morehead Stale
College is nC'ari ng completion. This picture, ta ken during con truction
on the $529,353 project, hows the four-sto ry brick ad d ition. A covered
walkway connects the annex with East M en's Hall. T he annex is one
project in a $4 ,150,000 constructi on program cu rrently in progress at
the college.
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THIS AERIAL VIEW of Eastern State 90Uege shows pa~ of t~e
face-lifting under way on the campus at R1~hmond. At the time this
photograph was taken, construction w_a~ m p rogres~ on t_he Ault
• faintenance Building and on an add1t10n to the Filf patnck . Arts
B uilding (lower right). The site unocc~pied at center _and left will _be
the location of another women's 1orm1tory ,an~ add1hon11I recrea~1on
acilities. This was formerly the site of Vets Village, the ? Id mamedt housing project, wh_i~h now has 144 new urpts m ~rockton.
at u pper left i!? an addition to Case H~II. womens don mtory, and
,._,...._..__ __._;aht..t£, Matlin..Hall. men's domu tory.

THE NEW Kell y Thompson Science Hall a t Western State College at Bowling Green was occupied
at the openin g of the 1961-62 school year. The gia nt block-long, three-story bri k-and -concrete structure
was dedicated early in the school year. Built at a cost of, 1,300,000, the building has complete faci li ties.
incl ud ing classrooms and laboratories, for the departments of chemistry, physics and biology. These
d epartments had previously been housed in two other buildings on the campus.

MURRAY STATE COLLEGE'S two largest departments-business and education-will soon have a
ne~' h <'•?V'. This architect's drawing shows the $ 1,189,811 classroom building expected to be completed
in t ..e summer of 1962. It will consist of two wings-one of four floors and one of three floors-to be
connected by a n enclosed passageway. Completion of the building will give other departments a chance
to
1a the facility which now houses the business and education departments. ,
,
;
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BARTOLO J. SPANO

LOUIS E. ARVIN

Three Added ,J'!IP YI

Faculty,

Miss Lo:l;.n, a native of 9'#· ·Qed graduate work in theology
ton, N. C., was awarded the ,B. ll\d education at Maryknoll SemiS. degree by Lenoir Rhyne Col- nary, Maryknoll, N. Y., and at
lege, Hickery, N. C. Following the University of Buffalo, N.Y.
graduation from Lenoir Rhyne, Spano entered the Unversity of
* • •
Miss Lowman was awarded a Illinois in June of 1960 for furth-,
Miss Pauline Lowman and Lou- graduate fellowship by, the Uni- er graduate work and was awardis E. Arvin !:\ave joined the de- versity of Alabama where she re- ed the M. A. degree by Illinois
partment of mathematics, and ceived the M. A. degree. She has in August, 1961. He was awarded
Bartolo J. Spano has joined the done further graduate work to- a Public Health grant to initiate
department of psychology.
ward the Ph.D. degree at the work toward the doctoral degree
;;;;;;;;;;~~~;;;;;,;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;.;;;;;;JUniversity of North Carolina.
in clinical psychology at .the Uni. · Ptjt)r to coming to Western, veristy of Florida, where he has
Miss Lowman taught at Elon Col• been sin~e Sept~mber of 1961.
lege; N. C., She p_reviously serv- Spano 1s married lo the former
fi(} l!S an assistant profesor- at Jolene Ann Myers of Urbana, Ill.
1iardin-Simmons University in Abilene, Tex. , and hai; taught at
East Carolina College and in junior colleges in North and South
Carolina.
A native of Loogootee, Ind., Arvin was awarded the B. S. degree
in machanical engineering by
Purdue University. He has done
graduate work at Indiana University and Indiana State.
Prior to joining the Western
faculty, Arvin taght in the Orleans, Ind., high school. He has
also taught at the Otwell, Ind.,
high school, and was a design
engineer for the Sunbeam Corp- j
oration, Chicago, before entering
the teaching profession. He also
has devoted several years to
farming interests in Indiana.
Three new members have been
addecl to the faculty at Western
State College, according to Kelly
Thompson, president oI the college.

j
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A veteran of World War II,

Thompson Tq Speak
At 4-County Western
Alumni Banqu~t / ....,,
;

-

:)
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Kelly Thompson, president of
Western State College, will speak
at a four-county Western Alumni
banquet Thursday at 6 :30 p. m.
at the new Hancock C o u n t y
School.
The annual banquet will be for
Western alumni living in Hancock,
Daviess, Ohio, and McLean counties.

Arvin served in the U. S. Navy
from 1942-45 as an engineering officer. He is married to the former Elizabeth Nightengale.
Spano is a native of Cortland,
N. Y., where he received his
early education. He attended St.
Thomas College in St.Paul, Minn.,
and was awarded the A. B. degree
bv Maryknoll College in Gle1;1
Ellyn, Ill., in 1956.
From 1956 until l!ltO,

d_ .
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e To Join Western Faculty ·
At Start Of Spring Semester
Three more 'members will join ~- ..,,
. the faculty of Western State College at the beginning of the spring
semester on Feb, 2, Kelly Thompson, prrsiaent, announced today.
•. S, Reza Ahsan will join the de. ·partment of geography and. ·geology: Holland Earl Boaa will
join !'he department of..;ndustrial
arts and Jack D. Neale will join
the department of history.
Ahsi)n

is a native

of

·,l..,Jt~. i·· ~· -~·i,_

fP"W.:~•· '

'•»•'' ·. ,,,-~,,,.,,,;; · ,...

India

where he received his early education. He was awarded the M.
S. degree and the LL,B, degree
b;, Aligarh Muslim University,
, Aligarh, U,P,, India in 1956,
From 1956-58, Ahsan served on
the faculty at the University of
Dace-a, Pakistan, as a member of
the geography department. Since
1958, he has stutlied at the Uni,·ersity of Florida, Gainesville,
for the Ph.D. degree which he
expects to receive in June.
At the University of Florida, he
worked on the Florida atlas projeel d,uring 1958-59, and was a fellow m arts and sciences during
1959-61. He was awarded a traveling fellowship by the Council on
, Economic and Cultural Affairs,
' Inc. , New York for field study
in Trinidad , West Indies, during
April-September of 1961.
Ahsan 9lso served a a fellow
URder an Asia Foundation Re1--earch Grant al the· American
Geographical Society, New York.
during the summer of 1960, and
has presented papers at national
and regional meetings of the Association of American Geographers. He is a member of numerous
· geographical societies and related groups.
· · Ahsan is married to Khursheeda K. Al1san.
Boaz is a native of Fulton, and
was awarded the B.S. degree by
Western in 1952. He was awarded the M. S. degree by Texas
A. & M. in 1955, and has been
working toward the Ph.D. degree
at the University of Missouri
since J1me of 1960.
Following his graduation from
Western in 1952, Boaz served two
years in the U. S. Air Force before entering Texas .A. & M. for
1 graduate study. From 1956-58, he
. taught in the Jefferson County
school system, and then taught
. in the Antioch, Ill., high school
1 from 1958-60.
While enrolled at the ,U ·ver•
sity o£ Missouri as a graduate

f
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S. REZA AHSAN

HOLLAND E. BOAZ

~tudent, Bo~z also serve~ as ,an
mstructor m the engmeermg
school
the un,:versity.
Boaz 1s married to the former
Polly Ann Warren, also a Wester~ graduate, They have three
children.
Neale, a native of Birmingham,

ot

England, is rejoining the Western
history department after an absence of five months, Since September he has been engaged in
work toward the Ph.D. degree at
the University of Kentucky. Neale
first joined the Western faculty
in February, 1961.

City A nd .Western
'
/ - / 4 - ·c,.,_
Featured In Magazine
Bowling Green was featm·ed in
an article in the October issue of
L&N magazine. The article discussed the tremendous expansion
and progress achieved in the past
decade,
and readily admitted
that Bowling Green's prime asset is Western Kentucky S t a t e
College. The article stated that
six years ago there were 1608
students enrolled for the fall
semester; this fall there are now
4,792 full time students enrolled.
Also included were improvements of the last few years, which
included erection of several dormitories. Just completed in time
for this fall's opening session, the
new Kelly Thompson Science Hall,
costing $1.3 million, is the latest
thing. This winter, construction
will begin on a auel-purpose academic • athletic building, to cost
about $2.5 million. This near
fabulous structure will be round,
• large enough to spin a football
field in; used every day for class-

es, assemblies and other !unctions. And - most important to
sports fans - it will seat 13,000 spectators around its basketball floor.
Bowling Green's first fame and
name were evolved from a round
bowling ball. Its modern • d a y
national fame, and the recognition of its name have been most
closely associated in recent years
with another round ball-this the ,
basketball as handled by the perennially adept Hilltoppers of Western's Coach Ed Diddle.
Dr. Kelly Thompson, alert to
the first fame shed on his school
by the prowess and sportsmanship of Ed Diddle's great cage
teams, is moving to provide for
the college's role in the crucial
academic field. Though boasting
over 55 years of achievement,
Western is just beginning to reach
its potential, according to Dr.
Thompson.

nm
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4·Members Added To Western
English Department Facu ty
Four new members have joined the faculty of Western State
College as members of the department of ~nglish, Kelly
Thompson president, has announced.
New members are Mrs. Edith
O. Curry, Miss Mary Ellen Pitts,
John Adams, and Joseph M.
Boggs.
Mrs. Curry is a native of Cave

City and was a teacher in the
Bowling Green city school system from 1951 Wltil she resigned
recently. She was awarded the B.
S. degree by Western in 1954, and
was awarded the M. A. degree
by the same institution in 19&0,
She previously served as a part.
time instructor in the English C,epartment at Western, and was
a classroom teacher in the Bar•
ren CoW1ty school syster:1 for oil~
year.
Mrs. Curry is a member of e
Kentucky Education Association,
the National Education Asseciation. and the First Baptist
Church of Bowling Green. S h e ·
has two · children, Mrs. J o a n
Curry Lively, Louisville, an d
Lerond L. Curry.
Miss Pitts is a native of Sheffield, Ala., where she received her •
early education. She was award- '
ed the B. S. degree by Florence
State College in 1960, and was
awarded the M. A. degree by the :,
University of Florida this month.
While completing graduate work
at Florida, Miss Pitts served as
a graduate teaching assistant in
the department of English.
She is a member of Sigma Tau
Delta, honorary English society;
Sigma Sigma Kappa, social sciJOH N ADAMS
ence honorary; Kappa Delta Pi, ,
.
honorary education society ; and t1!,e M. A. degree b? the UruverPhi Kappa Phi, honorary schol,· sity of J\Jabama Ill January.
astic society.
W h i 1 e completing graduate
• • •
or)t at Alabama, Adams served
Adams is a native of Chicagp, as a graduate assistant from Sep~ut ~ec~ived his early education tember, l~0, Wltil January, 196~.
m Michigan~ He was awarded the Adams 1s the author ~f an ai:tiA. B._ degree by Kalamazoo Col- ,cle on Freshman English w~IC!~
lege µi 1960, and was awarded h_as ~een accep~ed for publica
~
hon m "Improvmg College and
University Teaching."
A native of Harrisonburg, Va.
Boggs was awarded the A. B.
degree by West Virginia University in 1958, and the M. A. degree by the same institution last
month.
Boggs has served as a graduate assist.ant in English at West
Virginia since ~ptember 1960.

I
JOSEPH M. BOGGS

From 1958-60, h~ was a mem~r
of the U. S. Air Force, servmg
as a radar weapons control officer in Louisiana and North Africa.
Boggs is married to the former
Ann Nesselrodt, and has two chil~
dren, Michae) David,: 2, and
Rebecca Jo six months. .
·
'
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'If They Set Four-Minute Pace
In The Mile, I'll Stay With 'Em,'
Says Grelle, Who Paced Beatty
By EARL. ltVBY, Courier-Jom•nal Sports Editor

"If they ~et a fo~r-minute pace, I'll stay
right with them," said Jim Grelle, U. S.
Olympic miler, who arrived here last night

-for . the Mason-Dixon Games at the Fairgrounds today and tonlght.
"I don't know where I'll be at the finish,
but I hope it will be on top!"
Grelle was one of three Los Angeles
Track Club teammates who took turns setting the pace for a quarter-mile each in Jim
Beatty',s history-making 3:58.9 mile in the
Los Angeles meet Saturday.... It was the
first sub-four-minute mile ever run on an
indoor track.
"Each of us was to set a quarter-mile pace
of 60 seconds or better," Jim explained. "My
assignment was to set it between the half and
three-quarters. I did it, all right, but finished
in 4:07. That wasn't good.
"I've done 4:00.1 outdoors,
and think I can do four flat
indoors under ideal conditions.
"I've just seen the Fairgrounds track and can say it
is so much better than the
Los Angeles 11-lap track, that
I think Beatty would have
made his mile in 3:57 if he
had run it here.
"'i;his gives me hope that Blick Smith
I · may come close to or
achieve the 4-minute mile here.
"But that will not be my objective. My
No. 1 objective is · to win the race; To beat
Keith F orman and Vic Reeve, my old teammates under Coach Bill Bowerman at Oregon.
"They are great young runners and have
been under an excellent coach. I have been
doubly fortuna te in having started under
Bowerman and since September having had
the benefit of training under Mihaly Igloi, the
great Hungarian coach who defected during
the Olympics of 195e and now is coach of the
L. A. Track Club."

'Flutter-Bug'

Jim Grelle

· Thompson, president of Western, has come
through his third brain operation successfully
and is making wonderful-almost miraculousrecovery .... The surgery, performed at Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville, has been for the
removal of_a brain tumor.
N.C.A.A. Tickets-Jim Browitt, F airgrounds
general manager, reports that his staff has
begun mailing out tickets for the N.C.A.A. basketball finals . . . . "But tell those who have
ordered ticke.ts not to panic if they don't hear
from us in the next day or two," he said.
"The mailing will take about 10 days."

l<'"'oothall To Fleming!
Comeback-Football will return to Fleming
County after a lapse of 30 years, it was decided
at a meeting of the Board of Education Tuesday. . . . Fleming County High will hire a
coach this spring and field a team for the
season of 1963.
This is the biggest news for football fans
in that area since a horse used Bruce Dudley
as a football shortly before World War I. . ..
Bruce played for the old Flemingsburg High
School.
A tip of the hat this morning to the Fleming
County Kiwanis Club, which got the old ball
rolling again, and to Glen Ison and his committee which dug up the facts and figures on
cost and got the Kiwanians to put up the first
$1,000.
Several other nearby counties have begun or
gone back to footb all during the last year or
two-Mercer, Harrison and Bourbon.
Appiicants for the coaching job are being
received by Arthur Cotterill, superintendent,
at Flemingsburg.

Why Not Fans' Clinic ?
Suggestion Dept.-"! am interested in ~nowing why certain things hap.pen in sports,"
writes Paul M. Ferrell. "I am sure many other
fans are just as curious and uninformed.
"Why not, at the start of a season, such
as •basketball or football, have a regulation .
game played as a demonstration game, with
each coach explaining over the public address
system what his boys are doing or attempting
to do? They might define as they go, such
terms as blocking, screening, etc."

Home-Made Lure-Robert L. "Bob" Cummins .
Baseball In Air-Re c en t
of l\It. Vernon says he enjoyed the column on springlike w e a t h e r moved
new fishing lures and the reference to Blick Mrs. Venita Powell to send
Smith's "Walkie-Talkie," a lure made by in this bit of poetry which
affixing a Jitterbug flan ge to the face of a has a dia~.d twist. · "I can
Dalton Special.
hardly wait for opening day,"
"This recalled my own 'Flutter-bug,' " he she says. . . . The poem, enwrites. "I took the spinner from an ol
titled "Springtime Matilda,"
Tandem-Spinner and fixed it on the back end goes like this:
of an old wooden Jitterbug. When I retrieve ·
My Aunt Matilda used to
it the Jitterbug flange works in its usual mango
a little crazy in the spring
ner and the spinner makes a fluttery noise.
When crocuses appeared in H. Thompson
Near the end of the retrieve the wobble stops,
but the spinner continues to spin right up to snow and robins opened beaks to sing.
Uie boat. I have had several hard strikes
With flying hair and flying skirt and rake
almost at the boat."
and trowel and bag of seed.
Bob suggests we write more about fishing
She excavated tons of dirt and execrated
in the Report. This we surely will do when every weed.
•
fireside fishing dies and waterside fishing
I thought her conduct more than odd and
begins.
de emed her wits had quite departed.
Barciin 'l'ho,mpson- It's · 1011d to ·~ - a
For clearly spring was sent by God to ·get
report ·that Hardin Thonllllieft, '-"SMi 'Of
the baseball season started.
/r
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Paragraphs
By JANE MOiN~Cjf-At z_.
For the first time in the history of telephone service in Bowling Green and Warren
County ~elephone users are going to find themselves greeted by a picture of a local scene
on the directory cover.

•

•

•

"1e full color photograph is of Western's
imposing Henry Hardin Cherry Hall at the
head of College Street.
The photograph credited to Tommy Hughes
· of the Ches
Johnson studios, is a summer scene
showing the
added beauty
of the building's beauti' ful landscaping.
Bowl in g
Green is the
second city
in Kentucky
'to be thus
honored b y ~.....==•
the Sou thern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Last year Louisville's directory featured a
picture of a local scene.
In the foreground of the photograph is the
bronze statue of Dr. Cherry, the work of the
late Lorado Taft, famed Chicago sculptor.
The impressive statue erected in 1937, is
the last work executed by Taft and is one of
the two in Kentucky by the famed artist, of
which Kentucky is justly proud. The other is
Taft's statue of Chief Paduke for whom the
city of Paducah is named.
Progress in tr..e nationwide change to all
number calling is evidenced by the increased
directory listings with seven digit numbers,
C. B. Talbert, local manager, points out.
The numerals "84" replace the VIctor prefix
in an increased number of listings.
H you can remember when the local telephone directory was about the size of the
Southern Kentucky Fair catalogue and much
thinner, then you will appreciate today's job
for the mail the mail carriers in getting the
16,000 more than• 100-page, nine by eleven
inch books, to their users. Household and
business deliveries will be completed as rapidly as the postmen can manage the extra
load;.:s;;,·......,~ ~ - - -"""'"- - ~- - - -- -
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· 'Wom en's Resi dence Hall To Be 4 Stories
~

),

.

.

11-Story Men's DOrm
Is Planned At Western
An 11-story dormitory to house
men students and a four-story
dormitory fo r women students are
being planned for the Western
State College campus, and there
is a good chance that both of
them can be under co?struction
by late summer, accordmg to Dr.
. Kelly Thompson, president of the
college.
• • •

tories which have been erected
in the area of 16th Street and
Normal Drive. It will blen architecturally with the existing new
buildings and will be landscaped
in such a way as to give the entire
area the appearance of a single
development.
The new men's dormitory, tall•
est building in southern Kentucky,
will be buil~ ~f rein!orced c~n" Estimated,, cos~ ~f t~e new cr~te and fm1shed . m colo~1al
skyscraper bmldmg 1s $1.300,- brick. Frank Cam, Bowlmg
000. It will contain bedroom spac~ Green, and Ben Jo~nson, Owens. for 410 men, _apartm~nts for d1- boro, are the ai:ch1tects.
rector and ass1stan~ director, cen- At _the same tune a. four-story
tral elevator service, all neces- dormitory for women 1s also besary supporting auxiliary space, ing planned for construction on
and will be fully air-conditioned. the Kentucky Building grounds at
Thompson said the building is a right angle to the six-story
1 ~ designed as a cen~l buil~- ~ormitor! now under c_onstr_ucI lllf .lite duster: of.1tlell •S ,derrru- 'tio»ni ~ unated cost of this bulld,I M5 Nit& CITY DAICYNEW~,
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ing is $800,000. It will ·provide
housing for 230 women and will
be fully air-conditioned.
* * ,;,
The new women's

dormitory

will extend from the Russellville
Road to the six-story dormitory
near the Heating Plant. It will
be constructed of reinforced concrete with brick finish. Plans call
for another dormitory of match•
ing design to be erected in a
similar space near the Kentucky
Building at a later date .
A small sandwich shop is ineluded in the plans for the new
bujlding and will be located on
the . ground floor at the northwest end.
•
W. S. Arrasmith, Louisville,
and Joseph P. Wilk, Bowling
Green, are the architects.
It is hoped that contracts for
both buildings can be let this
summer, and it is planned that
both buildings be ready for occupancy in September, 1963.
Funds for the two projects have
been encumbered by the Housing
and Home Finance Agency, but
final approval must be obtained
from the federal agency. Thompson said all necessary supporting
data and documents necessary for
approval are being submitted to
the federal agency.
Thompson and bu~iness manager Billy . &Duh .met -with David

Prit~. ~

"~of

New Dorms
Continued from page 1

B. G. CHAIN STORE COUNCIL guests Dr.
Kelly Thompson (center), president of Western
State College, a nd Ivan Jett (right), state di•
rector, Kentucky Chain Store Council, ta lk with

Western Faculty,
Staff Members
Entertained
Seventy-six faculty and staff
members from Western State College were honored last night at a
dinner given by the Bowling Green
Chain Store Council al Western
Hills Restaurant.
Last night's dinner was the first
of two planned by the council for
Western facul ty. The second is
scheduled next Wednesday at 7 p.

(Dai ly News Photo)
Talmage Allen (left), president of the locaJ ,
group, following t he first of two dinner meetings
honoring the fac ulty of Western State Coi11191
last night at Western Hills .Restaurant.
, .w .

Engineerin&. and his staff last
week r ln Flftnkfolllt. At tbat time
the progr~ plans for the
two projects were approved by
the State Division of Engineering.
* * *
Presently under construction are

the $2,900,000 Academic-Athletic
Building ·on the Russellville Road
and the $1,200,000 · six-story women's dormitory on the Kentucky
Building grounds.
The giant Academic • Athletic
Building is expected to be reas!y
for occupancy at the opening of
school in September, 1963.
The new Six-story women's dor. mitory will be ready for occupancy in September of this year.

rn.

Kelly Thompson, president of
Western, represented the guests
in a short speech after the dinner.
Thompson praised the community
for its spirit of cooperation which
aids to the advancement of bo
the college and community. •
Ivan Jett, Georgetown, sta'9 .
rector, Kentucky Chain ~r
Counucil, also was a guest ~,II
dinner.
Earl Barnes, manager of J. C.
Penney
Co., for
served
masterTal•
of
ceremonies
the asdinner.

1-----------

mage Allen, president of the Bowl•
ing Green Chain Store Council
a nd manager of the Main Street
Houchen's Market, served · as
quizmaster for a game in which
several guests were awarded sil•
ver dollars.

L___________________. . . ,__________________________________
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Griffin
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Of FoundatiQn
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Western EA
Brea fast _ _,2-1
Set Frida/
I

The 40th annual Western KEA
• Breakfast wil be held in the Cry- t
l stat Ballroom of the Brown Ho- ,
, tel in Louisville, beginning at 9
,a m. Friday.
The breakfast each year. is tbe
highlight of Kentucky Education
Association Convention for alumlli, studeJi,t ·, faculty, and friends
· of Western State College.
Tickets for the breakfast, pric- ;
; Ied at $1, are now on sale at the
· 1Western business office. Tickets
• :will be on sale at Western head, quarters in Louisville, and faculty and staff members also have
tickets for sale.
Dr. Kelly Thompson, College
president, yesterday announced
• the program for the breakfast as
follows: invocation by Dr. F. C.
Grise, dean emeritus of the college; talk by Nick Denes, O h i o
Valley Conference "football coach
of the year;" talk by Mrs. Bernadine Steele, representative of the
Western Alumn,i Association and
David N. Williams will rep/esent
the student body and sing "College Heights."
Following the song, basketball
coach E. A. Diddle will speak on
Western, and Thompson w h o
will pre~ide at the breakf~st, will
make the closing remarks.
. The _brea. & t 'i, • Id each year
m conJunction- ;ifh t.Je KEA convention.
·

DR. WILLIAM VANTIL

DR. LUCILE LURRY
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State Core Confere nee
Opens Today At Western·
Registration . scheduled to begin at 3:30 p.m. today at the
Western State College Faculty
House for the fourth annual State
Core Conference.

* * •

a

tomorrow morning preceded by
talk by Van Til in the Memorial
Room of the student center, with
Roy B. Smith, assistant superintendent, Owensboro pulic schools,
presiding.

* · "' *

Program for the conference will

for1;llall?' ~pen with a dinner in the
mam dmmg room of the Paul L.
Garr~tt Student _Center at 6:3~ p.
m. with J?r. Lucile ~u~ry, LeX11'.gton, I;>resid~nt, pre_siding. The Ul·
vocation will b~ gtven by James
A. Carp~n~er, dll"ector of the Western Trammg School; welcome by
Dr .. Kelly Thompson, Western
president; and the address by Dr.
William Van Til, chairman, _department of s_econ?ary education,
New Yor~ ]!,mversit}'.,
Van Til is to arrive by plane
from New York, at 4:10 p.m. today,
Five clinic sessions are set for

Conducting the clinic sessions,

four of which will be held at the
student center and the fifth in the
Faculty House, will be: No. 1,
Mrs. Davis Gardner, chairman,
:Mrs. Gladys Goodell and Miss
Ruth Rankin; No. 2, Dr. Sam
Peavy, chairman, Mrs. Vera Higdon and Mrs. Vada Phillips; No.
3 Miss Margaret Clayton chairn'ian, Don Jones and Dr. 'Evelyn
Leucking; No. 4, Miss Margery
Settle, chairman, Charles Park
and Miss Enda Lee; No. 5, Roy
Smith, chairman, Mrs. Willa
Harmen and Miss Nancy Mc.Clure.
The noon luncheon meeting Saturday in the student center main '
dining room will be followed by a
summary and business session in 1
the Memorial Room.
.
I

I
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Griffin Elected lo College Hei
Houston Griffin, co-owner and
. general manager of the Bowling
Green Laundry, has been elected to the Board of Director of
the College Heights Foundation at
Western, according to an announcement Monday by Dr. Kelly Thompson, president of t h e
college.
Griffin succeeds Sam Allen who
resigned from the Board of Director because of ill health.
The Foundation is an independent organization which pro,·ides
financial assistance for the worU1y
students. It was organized in 1923
and has been in operation continually since that elate.
Griffin's election came at the
annual meeting ·of the Board of
Directors last Thursday.
Thursday afternoon the Board
inspected the new Launderette
which was built near the corner
of Russellville Road and Dogwood
Drive by the Foundation· and opened for student use last January_
The new Bookstore built in the
west wing of lhe ground floor of
Cherry Hall was also inspected.
The new bookstore was opened
last September at the beginning
if the 1961-62 school year.
The Board was served dinner
in the Faculty House prior to the
forQ1al
eetin l'be board ap-

..

,

proved the annual audit of the
Foundation. A. J. Thurman was
re-elceted executive - secretarytreasurer of the Foundation.
James Hall was re-elected manager of the Bookstore, which is
operated by the Foundation.
Gayle Shields was employed as
full-time assistant to the manager
f the Bookstore.

f S Board
P re ident Thompson, chairman
of the oard, presided at the
meeting. Directors present were
Charles R. Bell, Billy S. Smith.
Mrs. H. R. Matthews, Charles A.
Keown, Dr. C. C. Howard, and
James M. Hill. Directors absent
were Robert G. C bran, Gaston
Coke, and Charles L. Taylor.

Announcement of the election
of Houston Griffin, 1843 Nashville
Road, to the board of directors
of the College Heights Foundation
at Western State College was
made today by Kelly Thompson,
president of the college.
Griffin succeeds Sam H. Allen
who resigned &om the board
because of poor health.
The College Heights Foundation
Iis an independent organization at
•the college which provides ijnancial assistance for w o r t h y students. It was organized in 1923
and has been in operation since
that date.
The board approved the annual
audit of the foundation, re-elected
A. J. Thurman as executive secretary-treasurer of the foundation,
and re-elected James Hall as
manager of the college bookstore
which is operated by the founda. tion.
The board inspected the new
college launderette which was
built by the foundation for student
· use and the new bookstore which
opened last September.

,.

S eech By Rod
limaxes

"Youth DaY.u
If -

'/2. - '
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A 91-year-old Kentucky Jurtst
Friday extolled the virtues of be·
ing "young at heart" to some 60
Warren County high school sen•
iors and members of the Bowling
1Grees Civitan Club.
• Warren Circuit Judge John B .
1Rodes was principal speaker at i
;~ dinner to climax " Youth Day"•
m Warren County. Approximate•ly 140 persons were on hand to
'hear his speech dedicated to good
citizenship.
The seniors from high schools
in the county system had served
as junior county officers for the
day, learning first • hand of the
prob!ems and rewards of public
service.
Judge Rodes noted that in the
last century, youth was concern- I
ed w.ith taking the West.
"Now we are taking the uni•
verse," said the jurist who each
morning walks to his office and
scorns the courthouse elevator for
the stairs.
'.'We will always have a fight,
but American democracy will never fail the future of mankind "
said Judge Rodes.
'
The judge had special praise
for Kelly Thompson, president of
Western State College, and Dr.
W. R. McNeill, superintendent of
city schools, calling them the two
greatest men in their field in Ken•
tucky.
.
Youth Day m Warren County
is spon&0red each year by the
.. Civttaii c1ub. . .
·

l

!

GEN. CARLOS P. ROMULO, center, exchanged
greetings with Warren Circuit Judge John B.
Rodes, right, before the general spoke at West•
ern State College today. Romulo was the first
speaker of Rodes.Helm Lecture Series, named

1

Lectures

At

Western

in honor of Judge Rodes and Miss Margie Helm,
second from left, director of library services at
Western. Also looking on are Dr. Kelly Thomp•
son, president of Western, and Mrs. Thompson.
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eliefs
Is Urged By Gen. Romulo

Re.,.Evaluation Of
"Whenever Soviet Russia provokes ~ ~risis anywhere in lhe
world, 1t 1s part and parcel of a
str~tegy to conquer the world."
This was. the message brought
by Gen_eral .Carlos P . Romulo to
an audience of 5,000 at Western
State College today.

quered territory," unlike the Com- lief that all men are created
munist nations.
equal."
Despite the fact that Russia has
* • •
gained control of 14 countries and "This is the essence of the
'900 million people in the 16 years American Way of Life," the forfollowing World war II, the United mer U.N. president said, pointStates has not made the Soviet ing out that the free peoples of
Union retreat from her ill-gotten Africa, Asia, and Latin America
* " •
gains, and still she <Russia) are looking with interest on what
Romulo was the first speaker keeps "nibbling" Romulo told the is happening in the United States.
in the Rodes-Helm Lecture Series hushed group. •
The general, aide-de-camp to
sponsored by an endowment fund "World revolution is accom- General Douglas MacArthur durcreated by Mr. and Mrs. Har- p!ished in the minds of people," ~?g WW II. asked Americans to
old H. Helm, Montclair, N. J., to said Romulo asking Americans step back and lake a look at the
bring distinguished lecturers to to re-affirm ~ stand taken nearly world situation in its proper per•
the W_estern campus.
200 years ago by a group who spective."
Callmg for a re-evaluation of pledged their "lives. fortunes , and "How clearly we can see (the
American beliefs, the former sacred honor to advance the be• advance of communism) now in
United Nations president told his - - -- - - --- - - - - - the c9ld-clear light of hindsight. '
audience he came "with nothing
We did not recognize it when it
to sell-I want to make you think."
was happening. I am afraid that
"Do you, or do you not accept
we do not see what is happen'ing
the premise that your country is
now," said Romulo.
1not imperialistic?" This question
Telling his audience that the
·formed the basis of the first of a
Russians do not "play poker but
series of premises which the
chess," the Philippine ambassaspeaker told his audience could
---..---dor said the communists do not
be used as a yardstick to measur
bluff ( as in poker\, but plan their
the international situation.
.
moves years ahead to achieve
Romulo said neither world war
world domination.
could have been won without the
Americans must accept the fact
,entrance _of the United States, in Continued from page 1
that t . h e y ~ ~
g~ ·
life
ft1Je coofhcts. He noted that in
.
and ~at
tk
un-ti~ role a victor. this coW1try l as auure Uaelr .lctOl'Jlt c~ording to i&n hnd ~
tak'I!
to
ver "annexed one inch of &, -Russsia
- · ··
·
and the Communist
world is doing its utmost to des-lroy American prestige in Africa
and Asia by emphasizing incidents of racial disturbances - it
is up to the citizens or this coun- ,
try lo defeat this propaganda by
showing their true seleves to the
11,eople of the world.
Cl(Jn the Korean War, Russia \las
illing to fight to the last drop
If Chinese blood, risking not a
'9inglc Russian life, Romulo told
e ·group of students and townspeople.

I
I

l
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In China, Russia has a fitht•

I
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:fhompson Nameil
Knight Of Derby
Festival Ball

U- -7..9-' ·,;v
Kelly Thompson, president of
Western Slate College, has a new
honor to add to an already impressive list. He was named a
Knight of the Derby Festival Ball 1
Friday night at Louisville.
Thompson is one of five men
in the state who were so honored
in recognition of their contribution
to humanity and the common:wealth. He joins a select rank
,of. 22 Kentuckains who have been
p1onored as knights.
Miss Jane Helm, Louisville,
queen of the 1962 Kentucky Derby Festival, is a niece of Miss
Margie Helm, 1133 Chestnut St.
\ The 19-year-old University of
Kentucky freshman was crowned
queen at the ball held in the
Kentuch.-y Hotel F lage Room. She
is the daughter of Thomas 0.
~ Helm, Louisville, formerly of this
city, and Mrs. Helm.
Miss Helm will preside over
fue Pegasus Parade Thursday
and will be in tb~ winner's cirC.lEl-, l;)erby Day.,

I

ing force of 600 million which he
can use in her conquest of ~
nations, Romulo said, warning ,
Americans not to be lulled •into
a false sense of security by the
present rift between China's Mao
Tse-Tung and Russia's Khrushchev.
I
The Philippines diplomat said
the rift is merely a difference of
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ method, Mao wanting to use force
for his conquest, while Khrush- - - - - - - - - - - - . . : . . . - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -L - - ~ J
chev asks for "peacefu co-existance."
Romulo described "peaceful coexistance" as the relation between a lion and a lamb - with
the lamb inside the lion.
The Rodes-Helm Lecture Series was named in honor of Warren Circuit Judge John B. Rodes
and Miss Margie Helm, director
of library science at Western.
Rodes is · the father of Mrs. Harold Helm , while Miss Helm is the
sister of Helm, board chairman
of Chemical Bank New York Trust
Co.

I
.

·Judge, 91, Advises

11/

G thrie Honors Mrs. Forts~"!!; r-c -zW ho Has Taught For 46 Years

Youths: Think Young
.,v
Courier-Journal South Kentuf kv l!u ruu

B~\\]ing Green, Ky. , April 20.-The youngest 91-yearcild 111 Warren County fold a group of outstanding high.
school st\1dents Friday night they must keep their youthful outlook throughout life.
Circuit Judge John B. Rodes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
spoke at the dinner climaxing · · 1
cia , economic, and political
ti1c an nual Civitan Youth Day conditions."
in which yo ungsters take ove;
The . sl~nder, erect, brightC'ily and County government eyed Jurist part i cu 1 a r l y
Ior a: day.
stressed the importance of edH
ucating youth . And he said
e complimented the Civitan Bowling Green is fortunate to
Cl ub _and officials for coopept- have great educational leaders i
ing m the project to teach such as Dr. Kelly Thompson
~·oungsters how their govern- president of Western Kentucky
ment is operated.
State College, and Dr. w. R.
J\fcNeill, superintendent of City
Education Stressed · .
schools.
Judge Rodes said he believes
County Judge Basil Griffin
"we stand upon the threshold s,·vore in the 66 students as
of a mtgh.ty future " and urged. officials for the day. Then their
the youngsters not to "lose real-llie counterpart instructthe youthful outlook which is ed them in their functions. Th
absolutely 1·equired in the group visited businesses in
swiftly changing American so- afternoon.
. 1 ,

Courier-J o urnal South Kentucky Bureau
were among the several hundred persons
Guthrie, Ky., April 27.-After 46 years of attending the program.
Also present was Miss Rebecca Williams;
teaching, Mrs. Nannie Laurie Fortson saw her
one of Mrs. Fortson's three sisters, who. also
students rebel against her Friday night.
Mrs. Fortson, who shuns the limelight, was taught more than 40 years before retiring.
the honored g_uest at a "This Is Your Life" A fourth sister taught several years.
program sponsored by the Guthrie ParentCombs Sends A Message
Teacher Association.
.
Letters and telegrams were received from
The first-grade teacher here the past 41
former students, friends, and associates.
years is 71 and will retire from teaching at many
Congratulatory messages came from Governor
the end of the school year. But she has no Bert
Lieut~nant Governor Wilson W.
intention of taking it easy and is considering Wyatt,Combs,
of Public Instruction
selling insurance, which she has done ·part WendellSuperintendent
Butler, and President Kelly Thomptime in the past.
son of Western.
And she knows Guthrie's first-graders still
"You have looked for the best in others
will feel some of her influence-one of her and given the best you had," Dr. Thompson
daughters, Mrs. Lucy Chastain, also teaches said.
one section of the class. Her other daughter,
Mrs . Fortson, a native of Thomasville,
Miss Dorothy Louise Fortson, operates a res- Tenn., received her B.S. degree in 1937 and
taurant here.
M.A. in 1948, both from Western. She began
Many former students-including the master teaching with an eighth-grade education, but
of ceremonies, Dr. William M. Jenkins, Jr., she cqntinued her schooling in the summers. ,
head of the department of business and govShe taugbt at the Herman School in Todd
ernment at Western Kentucky State Collffe-a- _to~nty ~efore_ moving to the Gut~r!e School. ·

·1 Thompson - Named
Knight Of Derby
Festival Ball
✓-1-:2.c:/-
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; Kelly Th6mpson, president of
: Western Stale College, has a new
honor to add to an ali·eady impressive list. He was named a
Knight of the Derby Festival Ball
Friday night at Louisville.
. Thompson is one of five men "!11 th e st~t~ who were so honored
ID recognit_wn of their contribution
to humamty and the common:
\'ealth. Re joins a select rank
of 22 Kentuckaini. who have been
honored as knights.
Miss .Jane Helm, Louisville,
queen o'. the 1962 Kentucky Derby F~str al, Is a Illece of Miss
Margie Helm, 1133 Chestnut St.
The 19-year-old University of1
I{entucky freshman was crowned
queen at the ball held in the
~entucky Hotel F!age Room. She·
1s the daughter of Thomas 0
~elm, Louisville, formerly of tbi~
city, and Mrs. HeLrn.
Miss Helm
preside over
the P_egasus Parade Thursday
and will be in the winner's circle Derby Day, .·
J

ROMULO AT WESTERN
Carlos P. Romulo of the Philippines shakes
hands with W arren Circuit Judge John B. Rodes, right, at Western K entucky
St ate College. Watching are Miss Margie Helm, left, director of library services,
and M rs. K elly Thompson, wife of Western's president. Romulo . spoke at the
first of the Rodes-Helm lecture series, named in honor of Miss Helm, Judge Rodes.

will

,
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m ulo Says U. S. 'No Longer Island'
Bowling Greeh, Ky., Apri~ 19
(A')-"America is no longer .an
island unto itself," General
Carlos P. Romulo, former president of the United Nations,
· said Thursday.
If a third, world war breaks
out, he! told a Western Kentucky State ,College audience,
most of the fighting likely will
be on United States soil.
Romulo was the first speaker
in Wes tern's new Rodes-Helm
lecture series. About 5,000 attended his talk.
The Filipino said it is this
nation's responsibility to stop
Russian-evoked c r i s e s anywhere in the world the Soviets
start them. - ·
"Wherever Soviet Russia

provokes· a crisis anywhere in sist communism's advance; · sacred· honer" to uphold the
the world, the United States Romulo asked those in the stand that all men are created
must, in the interest of world audience to •reaffirm the be- equal.
liefs stated nearly 200 years
"This belief," he said, "is
peace, move to meet this chal- ago when men pledged "their the essence of American way
lenge," he said.
lives, their fortunes, and their of life."
Romulo warned that communism's advances are not
easily recognized. Russians do
not play poker, he said. They
do not bluff. Jnstead, they play
chess, studying their moves
years in advance to plot their
strategy for world conquest.
"How clearly we can see
(the advance of communis1n)
now in the cold, clear light .
of hindsight," Romulo ss1id.
"We did not see it then (after
World War II) as I am afraid
we cannot reccignfze ·it ·now."
Calling for individuals to re-

..A-n !J.nvifafion
from
WESTERN KENTUCKY
STATE COLLEGE
, ~ ~ E AGAIN the Western campus is touched

@\._/

with the magic wand of Spring. Bountiful nature gives forth an abundance of beauty unsurpassed
throughout any other time of the year.
You are invited to make the Western walkways your walkways. If, on this afternoon, or at some other convenient time,
you should feel like "going for a walk," remember that you
are welcome on Western's campus.

Your aiding us in keeping all growing things growing, and
in helping in all ways to maintain the beauty of the College,
will be appreciated.
If you do not have time for a stroll, perhaps you will enjoy
driving through and around the campus. We want you to
know that you are always welcome. Crowded areas call for
very careful driving. For your sake, and for the safety of
others, please drive carefully.
The faculty and students join me in inviting you to share
with us the beauty of the Western campus.
Sincerely,

KELLY THOMPSON
President

I/

I
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KNIGHTS OF DERBY - Dr. Adron Doran, president of Morehead
named as a Knight of the 1962 Ke ntucky Derby Court. The Knights
of Kentu cky Derby Festival. committee; Kelly Thompson, president o f
United Fund and Community Chest drives in Louisville; C. V .

Ky. DerB~ 1 -; 62..

Honors Pres.
Thompson

Western's
president Kelly
'J'.hompson added another honor to
his already impressive list when
he was "Knighted" at the Kentucky Derby Festival Coronation
Ball last Friday evening in the
Flag R:ooi:n of the-Kentucky Hotel
at Lou1sv1lle. He was one of five
Kentu_ckians honored for "outsta_ndmg service to hwnanity and
leadership in the Commonwealth."
President and Mrs. Thompson
we~e honored guests of the Corn~hon Ball. Miss Jane Helm
, ~uece of Miss Margie Helm wh~
IS ""'.estern•s Director of Library
Serv1~es, bestowed 'Knighthood'
on this year's five new members
of the select Derby Court. Miss

Helm was chosen as the Derby
Festival Queen Friday evening
to reign over this year's Derby
Festival.
The other four 'Knights' honored during the most impressive
ceremony were Lyman L. Dawson, retired Louisville industrialist; Dr. Adron Doran, president
of Morehead State College; C. V.
Whitney, Lexington owner and
breeder of thoroughbred horses,
aod Fred W. McClellan, president
of this year's Derby Festival.
Over the past three years 17
well-known Kentuckians have
beCl3 'Knighted.'

THE TRAIL BLAZER, '1

State College, is one of five distinguished Kentuckians who wen~
named to the court were (I to r ): Fred M. McCleellan, president
Western Kentucky State College ; Lyman Dawson, chairman of the
Whitney, noted horse breeder; and Dr. Doran.

Set May_ 31

Dissatisfied

3 At Western

Exp lain Leaving
By TOM DUNCAN,z,--courier-Journ•I South Ke.!)tJ,.,.\, Bureau

Bowling Green, Ky., May 4.-Smoldering differences
over adameic standards and the faculty's roie in policy
matters lie behind the resignation of three fourths of the
physics faculty at Western Kentucky State College, it was
learned Friday.
The three resignations in the
four-member department were
announced this wee k at a faculty m e e t i n g by President
Kelly Thompson.
Dr. Thompson denied knowing the question of academic
standards was a factor in the
resignations.
And he declined to comment
on whether the faculty is given
an effective voice in shaping
policy.
But Dr. Charles E. Whittle,
Jr., head of the physics depart.
ment, Dr. Otis K. Wolfe, Jr.,
and Dr. Fred Boercker raised
these points when questioned
about their leaving.
Dr. Boercker, who will join·
the American Institute of Physics in New York, said his letter of resignation pointed out
his dissatisfaction with academic standards, particularly
in teacher-training, at Western.
2 Moving To Centre

Western and the fine communi ty of Bowling Green. Western has a competent faculty,
and I am happy to have been
a part of it for •the past six
year s.. • ,
"As a teacher and an administrative officer in a public
educational institution, I have
tried to exercise appropriate
restraint in my utterances on
public-school policy. I have
tried to exercise this restraint
in making this statement and
I do so without personal bitterness toward anyone."

Resigned 2 Weeks Ago
Dr. Whittle submitted his
resigna tion about two weeks
ago. He will become coordinator of research in biology,
chem~stry, and physics, a~d
part-time professor of physics
at Centre,
Dr. Wolfe, in his third year
at Western, will be an associate professor of physics at
Centre. Dr. Boercker, in his
Dr. Whittle and Dr. Wolfe, second year at Western, will
who will join the faculty &t be proj ect director for a manCentre College in Danville, power survey in physics that
raised issues by citing "adv:m- the American Institute of
tages" they expect there. Both Physics is making for the Naare graduates of Centre.
tional Science Foundation.
Dr. Wolfe turned in his resIn a statement Dr. Wolfe ignation several weeks ago
concurred in, Dr. Whittle said: while Dr. Boercker submitted
"I feel that Centre College his last semester.
offers the following advantages:
All will finish the school
"The faculty there has gen- year her e.
eral charges of admissions, inDr. Thompson said he has
struction, attendance of stud- employed one more physics
ents, the curriculum, and the professor fo r the coming year
athletic program .
and is negotiating with an, "All policy changes there 0th er.
. .
·
.
· are made with the approval of
Prof. William Owe~s, praised
the faculty, and all standing by all ~hree ~epar_tmg memcommittees have a statement · her s, will remian m the deof their duties and procedures pa~tm~n t.
approved by the faculty
res1~ent Thompson declared
"M
d
· .
categoncally that "the aca. Y stu ents and associates demic standards at Western
will ~e all?~~d to offer con- Kentucky State College are the
structI~e criticism and to speak highest in its 56-year history."
freely.
He said there was no ill will
Specifics Not Discussed
for those resigning and tbaf
.
he had wished them wall .ht·
Wolfe
announc,·ng res1·g na t 101141
·
.
Dr.. W
d ht 1ttle
d. and Dr. 'f"
·
JOI&
d ec l me o iscuss speci IC m- tinely at the last official ~
stances to the contrary at West- ty meeting of th e sc h oo l •.,e .
ern.
But it was learned the phys- I
ics department has sought a
stronger voice for Western's
faculty committee on curriculum .
It also has sought more test~
ing and evaluation of students
on entering and graduating to
determine the effectiveness of
various programs.
And they have suggested a •
change in evaluating gradesto distinguish between a "D"
and an "F." both of which now
carry no quality points.
No Pressure On Grades
All three said there had
been no pressure to give higher
grades than they felt students
deserved .
But all indicated a feeling
that curricula neE:d reevaluation to see that graduates actually have a comparatively liberal education.

Meacham To Be Western Speal<er
Dr. William F. Meacham, noted neurosurgeon at Vanderbilt
Medical School, Nashville, will
deliver the spring commencement
address at Western State College,
according lo Kelly Thompson,
president of the college.
The exercises scheduled for
the Western Stadium at 7:30 p.
m. on Thursday, May 31, will
mark the 85th commencement
program in Western's history.
Dr. Paul S. Stauffer, pastor of
~~
1
·
• • Church Louis•· •
~ baccalaueate
~ ..
4or the lQ)ring graduates
m 'Van M"eter Auditorium on
Sunday, May 27, at 7:30 p.m.
The baccalaureate program
for the graduating class at the
Western !I)'~ &boo! will be
held in Cffll}tilitfiorrwtth t col·

l
f

Continued from page 1

. le

ccalaureate pt·ogram.

. :!£~ will be the speaker
at the Training School commencement program on Wednesday,
May 30, at 7:30 p.m: in Van Meter

Auditorium.·
.
Meacham, a native of Hopkinsville. was awarded the bachel?r
of science degree bY Western 1n
August, 1937. He ent_ered Vanderbilt Medical School m September
1935 following the complet10n of
pre-~edical stu?ies a~ Western.
The first year m medical school;
he completed work for . the d&
aree from We tern which was
[ormally conferred in 1937.
In 1940 he was graduated by
Vanderbilt Medical School and
served as an intern fo~ a year
al Vanderbilt before 101mng the
staff as an assistant resident surgeon. ln 1954 he was elevate~ to
a full professor in neurological
surgery.
I n 1952-53 Meacham served. as
president of the Neurosurg1cal
Society of America. ~e is now
chairman of the Advisory Council fo r Neurosurgical Surgeons of
the American College for Sur-

geons.
"d t
Stauffer was elected prest en
of the Kent ucky Association of
Christian Churches last week.
A native of Ohio, he is a graduate
of Transylvania College and the
College of the Bible. ,
He has served churches in St.
Louis and Clinton, Mo., and was
minister of First Christian Church
in Frankfort for 10 years before
assumiltg Ute Lluisville pastorate
in 1954.

r-------------------------------------------------------J-~~-J

Dr. Whittle also cited two
other "advantages" at Centre:
"Scholarships, including those
to athletes, are given according to financial need and academic standing.
"The policy of strongly encouraging research in all departments at Centre will, in
my opinion, strengthen the
u n d e r g r a d u a t e programs
there."
Dr. W hittle, a member of the
Western fa culty six years and
head of the department two
years, added:

"I

deeply

regret

leaving

/'i
I

Ne·wMember Added To
WSC Education·Facuity

l ~o Join Bio_ogy Department
Western For Fall Semester
5-13 .(..
i!/

Dr. Donald W. Bailey and James r--.,,.......,.,..,...,..,,,.,,..,.___..,..,._ ,,,...........- -----~~......,...,,.,,.
F. Matthews will join the department of biology at Western State
College al the beginning of the fall
semester in September, according
to Western president Kelly
Thompson.
.

Dr. W. L. Brackett will join
the department of education at
Western State College on June 1,
according to Kelly Thompson,
president of Western.

• * •

A native of Oklahoma, Brackett

comes to Western from the University of Tulsa where he has
been associate professor of elementary education, director of elementary school teaching and of
the summer laboratory school
since 1959.
He was awarded the A.B. degree by Northeastern State College, Tahlequah, Okla. , and the
M.A. degree by the University of
Tulsa. He was a arded the Ph.D.
degree by Peabody College, Nashville, this year.
In addition to serving with the
University of Tulsa, he has also
served as an associate professor
of education at Denver University,
and Drake University, Des Moines
W. L. BRACKETT
Iowa. Prior to joining the college .
and university teaching ranks, he ~ a number of school surveys
~as a. teacher and assistant prin- in ~ox Cou!l~Y, Kentucky, C_addo
c1pal m Oklahoma public schools Pansh, Lowsiana, and Davidson
for 17 years.
County, Tennessee. He has also
• • •
done editorial work in the coopeBrackett also has served in a rative study in elementary edur~tant and editorial capacity cation of the Southern Assecia- tion, and has done consultant
·
work with a number. of school
systems.
He is married and the father
of two children. • '

I

•••

Bailey is a oative of Virginia,

but spent most of his youth in
Evansville. He was awarded the
B. S. degree by Vanderbilt University in 1955, the M. S . degree
by Emory University in 1956, and
the Ph.D. degree by the same institution in 1958.
Since receiving the Ph.D degree. Bailey has been a member
of the faculty of Tift College, Forsyth. Ga. At Tift, he has served
for three years as head of department of sciences, has been chairnllW of the committee on health
anif' recreation, and has been a
DR. D. W. BAILEY

member of the curriculum committee.
He is a member of numerous
professional organizations, including the American Society of Zoologist, American Association f o r
the Avancement of Sicence, American Institute of Biological Sciences, the Society of Sigma Xi, the
American Association of University Professors, and the Association of Southeastern Biologists.

J. F. MATTHEWS

former Miss Betsy Kimsey of
Rome, Ga., Mrs. Matthews was
awarded the A. B. degree by Shorter College, Rome, an~ the _M. S.
degree by Emory Uruvers1ty.

• • •

Bailey is married to the former
nil! PA"lt
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Miss Dorthy M. Awalt of Omaha,
Ill. Mrs. Bailey is a registered
nurse, and was awarded the B. S.
degree by Tift College, The Bailey's are the parents of a twoyear old daughter, Elizabeth Ann.
Matthews is a native of Winston-Salem, N. C. He was awarded the A. B. degree by Atlantic
Christian College, Wilson, N. C.
in 1957, and the M. S. degree by
Cornell University, in 1960. He is
scheduled to receive the Ph.D.
degree at Emory University. in
June.
Matthews is married to the

JOSEPH F. STOKES

MARTHA F. WATSON

Two To Join Western
Faculty In September
Miss Martha Frances Watson
and Joseph F. Stokes will join
j the department of mathematics
at Wetern State College in September, Western president Kelly
Thompson announced today.
• • "'
Miss Watson is

a

native

of

gree by the University of Arkansas and has done additional work
at Michigan Stat.e and Oklahoma
State universities. He has had
teaching experience at Kansas
State University and has done
work with electronic computers.
st0 kes will ~om~ to Western from
Aub~n Umversity, Auburn, ~la~
He is a m_ember of th_e ~encan
M~thematical_ Association and
Phi Mu Epsil?n, .
.
Stokes and his wife hav~ a SIX·
month-old daughter, Jamee Rebecca.

Janesville, Wis. She received her
advanced education in Kentucky.
She was awarded the A. B. degree by Murray State College in
1956 and the M. A. deree by the
University of Kentucky in 1958.
Miss Watson held a teaching fellowship l't the university for five
years where she is now a National Science Fellow.
She is a candidate for the Ph. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D. degree which she expects to
receive at the university this summer.

• • •

Stokes is a native of Arkan•

sas. He wass awarded both the
B. S. degree and the M. A. de-

I

I
1

JAMES N. WI_SE

Three ,To Join Western English
Department Faculty In September ,

James N. Wise, Mrs. Tom Eeker and Gerald R. Randolph ~ill
become members of the English
department faculty at Western
Stat~ College in September, a~cordmg to Kelly Thompson, pres1dent.

• * *

Wise is a native of West Virginia, where he received his early
education. He was awarded the
B.S. degree py West Virginia
University in 1957, and the M.A.
degree by the same institution in
1958.
During 1958-59, he was an instructor of English at Georgetown College. Since September,
1959, he has been a part-time instructor at the University of Florida, where he expects to be awarded the Ph.D. degress this summer.
Wise is married to the former
Miss Hester Cheatham of Bloomfield.
j Mrs. Ecker, the former Miss
· Judy Koch, is a native of Louisiville. She was awarded the B.S.
, degree by Western in 1955, and
the M.A. degree by the University of Iowa in 1957. While at
Iowa, she held a graduate assistantship in the department of jour~alism, conducted research proJects for The Iowa Publisher and
wrote radio copy for WSUI Radio.
Her writing experience includes
a series of educational programs for the Iowa City public schools,
and a series of feature articles
on the Bowling Green Salvation
Army. She is a former editor of
the College Heights Herald.
Mrs. Ecker has been teaching
English at Elizabethtown High
School for the past four years,
and previously taught elementary
school in Iowa City.
She la'.'
who ·

---~

staff as track coach. They have He served as a member of the
three children, Wendy, 5, Kerry, faculty at Western Illi 0 · u ·.
4, and Kevin, 2.
. .
n JS m
* * •
vers1ty m Macomb, Ill.. for two
Randolph is 8 native of Des years. He expects to be awarded
Moines, Iowa where
was the Ph.D. degree by Florida
awarded the ' A.B. cliigfee by State Univer_sity this summer.
Drake University in 1953. l<'ollow- J.\iid~lph IS married and has
ing graduation from Drake
received a commission in the
Navy and served four years
Japan as a public relations
public information officer.
Following his release from set'·
vice, Randolph began
work at the State
Iowa, where ~e was
M.A. degree m 1957.
- --

JO

PRESTON S. MALONE ,

CLAUDE C. STURGILL

THOMAS . F. SHE PPARD

3 New Members Named To History
Department Facuity At Western
Three new members will join
the department of history at Western State College at _the beginning
of the fall semester m September,
according to Western president,
Kelly Thompson
"' • •
The new m mbers will be Pres-

t s M 1 ~ Cl d c st ill
a°:d Tho::ii~eF st~p;ar·d urg '
.
·
So far 10 new. faculty members
have been apPomted to t~e staff
of Western to assume duties next
September.
Malone is a native of GreenS C h
h
. d l:'
• · ·• w ~re e receive ,s
r 1 Y education. He attended
rson College of Commerce at
nwood, and was awarded the
degree by Furman UniverGreenville, S.C., in 1942. He
warded the M.Ed. degree by
..___________________________________
__-=====
niversity of..._Georgia,
Athens,
0

Ga., in 1956, and will be awarded aPoliS, where he received his earthe Ph.D. degree by the same in- ly education. He was awarded the '
stitution this year.
A.B. degree by Vanderbilt Uni- I
Malone served as a member of
. .
.
I
the U. S. Marine Corps during vers1ty m_ 1957. He served Ill the r
World War II from 1942-45. Fol- U.S. Manne Corps f~om ~957-60 1
lowing his release from service and held the rank of first heutenhe was employed as a sales engi- ant.
.
neer by the Allison Steel Manu- He was awa~ded _the M.A. dPfacturing Co., Phoenix, Arix., gre~ by the Un~vers1t_Y of Nebrasfrom 1945-47, and was employed ka m 1962. While domg graduat~I
by the J C Penney Co from 1947_ work he served as a research as· •
·
sistant and an assistant professor
53
·
d
f
f h" in tbe department of history for
He serv~ as a pro essor o 1s- five s~esters.
tory at Pi~dmont College, Demo- Sheppard presently resfdee
rest, Ga., m 1956, and served as L'
N b .th h"is ........
a research assistant, teaching as- mco1~• e ·• WI
sistant, and instructor with th.e one child.
University of Georgia from 195762
·
.
Malone 1s ma_rrie_d to the former Norma R1belm, and they
• "' • Patty, 15.
have one daughter,

w-

Sturgill is a native of Glo, Ky.,

and was awarded the A.B. degree
by the University of Kentucky in
1956. He served as a member of
the· U.S. Army Air Defense Command for two years, and has been
enrolled in the graduate school
at the university since 1958.
From 1958-61, he studied under
a Haggin Grant for graduate
studies at U.K. and was awarded the M.A. degree in 1959. In
May, 1961, he was awarded a Kentucky Research Council Grant to
pursue his dissertation topic for
the Ph.D. degree in the Republic
of France, where he is currently
residing with his wife and two
daughters.
His major interest has been in
the reign of Louis XIV and studies
of the Marechal Claude Louise
Hector de Villars.

• • •

Sheppard is a native of Indian-

,.,.

J

I
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Succeeds Whittle At Western

I

S:.\•"f

·

Russell ·Is Named Physics Chief
Dr. Marvin W. Russell, senior
research scientist for Kaman
Nuclear of Colorado Springs,
Colo., will become head of the
· department of physics at Western State College on June 1, according to an announcement Sa~urday by Kelly Thompson president of the college.
* * •
It also was announced that Ed·
ward A. Barnl)ardt, Helena, Ark.,
who has completed all course
requirements for the Ph.D. degree at Vanderbilt University. will
join the department staff on June
1.

Dr. Russell, who is well known

In Bowling Green and throughout
Kentucky, received the Ph.D.
degree from the University of
Florida in 191)4 after having been
awarded lhe master of science
degree from the . same i.nstilution in 19;;1, He 1s a native of
Poole, and w~s an honor gradu• ·..,,.
ate of Western in , 1950· ·with a
major in physics.
Dr. Russell, .wh<Y succeeds Dr.
Cparle.s E. Whittle, Jr., who re• .
cently resigned, will come to J
Bowling Green on June 12 to '
spend two weeks working with the .
dean of the college on the physics
curriculum anci in general plan- '
ning for the department for the
school year 1962-63. He will spend
three weeks on the Western
I campus in August furllier developing plans for the department
for the corning school year. and
will assume his full-time duties
as soon after September 1 as he
can complete a commitment in t
the Colorado Springs nuclear program.
Thompson stated that during ~
the time Dr. Russell is absent
from the campus, Dr. Raymond
L. Cravens, dean of the College, .
will serve as acting head of the
department.
Dr. Russell was formerly a t
physicist and development engineer with the advanced development section of the General Elec- 1
tric Co., in Owensboro.
;
He has conducted research in
a variety of technical areas including mass spectrometry a n d
sorption behavior of gases, heat '
tra11sfer physics. electron microscopy, electron diffraction,
thermophysical properties
of
solids, thin film technology, high ~
vacuum technology, and electron !
physics at Colorado.
l
* * *
;
Dr. Russell's college related l
experience includes two years qll l
a member of the physics depart. l
ment research staff at the Uni• i
versity of Florida, and four years 1
as visiting lecturer and acting i
chairman of the physics division j
at Kentucky Wesleyan College, '
Owensboro.
'
Dr. Russell is a member of
Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi,
American Physical Society, Institute of Radio Engineers, and the i
American Association of Physics 1
Teachers. His wife is the former
Nancy Pritchett, Corydon. They
Have four children, Mark, 9,
Sayra, 8; Dwight, 5, and Kelly, 3. I
. Bpardt was awarded the 1
Master of Science degree by l
1Vander6ilt University in 1961, aft- (
,er having received the Bachelor i
of Science degree from Southwestern College of Memphis, in
1959. While working toward the
; M. S. degree, Barnhardt held a :
special fellowship in radiological
physics from the Atornis Energy =
Commission. During the past ,.
year he held a scholarship and
teaching assistantship at Vander-

bilt.
His field of professional in- - - - - - - - - terest is in infrared spectro· scopy, and his experience includes
work with the Buckman Labora· tories of Memphis and the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.

1
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.H,~ig~ts

Founddtioh To · ·.

Buy Buildings

cJ:g; i e~hts

The
'i,,~d~tion of Western State College is
in the process of purchasing '
three apartment buildings at the
intersection of College and 15th
streets, according to an announcement yesterday by Kelly I
Thompson, president of W~s~ern.
Thompson said the buildings
would be purchased for later use
by the college. He said one. of
the three buildings, of which
two
face College Street, w~l
be used in September. He srud
the corner building will be used
for small graduate classes, and
will be converted into faculty
offices.
Thompson said the purchase
price of the three buildings will
be around $55,000. Two of the
structures will be rented by the
foundation. The three buildings
have a total of 10 apartments
and are heated by a central
heating system.
L. B. Powell, present owner
of the buildings, and A. J . Thw·man executive secretary of the
Coll;ge Heights Foundation, are
completing plans for the pur-

lcba~ .; .,,,

;

GLEN E. LANGE

WILLIAM E. LAUX

2 Instructors To Join
SC Faculty In Fall

.,_,1
1...~

I

I

.
1

-

William E. Laux and Glen E. at the University of Nebraska.
Lange will join the department Laux and his wife Jacquelyn
of business and government at Ann have one son, Kirk.
Western State College in Septem* * "'
ber, acording to Kelly Thomp. A native of Iowa, Lange attendson, president.
ed Burlington, Iowa, Junior Col* * "
lege, and was awarded the B.C.S
Laux a native of Nebraska degree by Drake University, Des
was a;arded the A.B. degree by Moines, Iowa, in 1950.
Hastings, Neb., College in 1953. From 1950-55, he was employDuring the 1953-54 academic year, ed as chief accountant and seche studied agriculture in Den- retary of the Bill Curphy Co. ,
mark under a Fulbright scholar- Des Moines, and was chief acship and was a member of the countant and secretary of the
U.S. Army from 1954 to 1956. Zelrich Co., Dallas, Tex., from
After his release from the serv- 1955-58.
ice, Laux began graduate study Lange returned to the field of
in political science at the Uni- education in 1958 when he was
versity of Nebraska, where he named an instrudtor in accountwas awarded the M.A. degree ing at Hardin-Simmons Upiverin 1958. He is presently a can- sity, Abilene, Tex. He was award!.lid:1te for the Ph.D. _degr~, ed the M.A. degree by the same
wluch he _expects ~o receive tJ:tis institution in 1960. Since that time
summer. m the field of fo:el~ he has served as an instructor
go~nments at the same msti• in accounting at the University
tution.
of Missow·i, Columbia, Mo., where
Laux returµed to Denmark he is a candidate for the Ph.D.
last year to gather souce mater- degree in accounting.
~als for_ bis d?~toral dissertation Lange is a member of the Amerm Darush politics. He has also ican Accounting Association and
served as a classroom lecturer Delta Sigma Pi, a professional
business fraternity.
A veteran of World War II,
he is married to the former
Thalen Redfern Ogg. They have
three children, John, 9, Andrew
Charles, 5, and Megan Ruth. 2.

l;sl__ _ _ _ _ _ _..,;,___________________~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ' -""'-.......- - - - - - - - - - I~
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NewMemb,er Added To
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WSC Education Facuity
Dr. W. L. Brackett will join
the 'department of education at
Western State College on June 1,
according to Kelly Thompson,
president of Western.

"'

.

~~ '3-~'2-

"'

A native of Oklahoma, Brackett

comes to Western from the University of Tulsa where he has
been associate professor of elementary education, director of elementary school teaching and of
the summer laboratory school
since 1959.
He was awarded the A.B. degree by Northeastern State College, Tahlequah, Okla., and the
M.A. degree by the University of
Tulsa. He was awarded the Ph.D.
degree by Peabody College, Nashville, this year.
In addition to serving with the
University of Tulsa, he has also
served as an associate professor
of education at Denver University,
and Drake University, Des Moines
W. L. BRACKETT
Iowa. 1:'rior. to joinin_g the college in 8 number of school surveys
and uruvers1ty teachm~ ranks, ~e in Knox County, Kentucky, Caddo
'"'.as a. teacher and ass1s_tant prill- Parish, Louisiana, and Davidson
c1pal17ill Oklahoma public schools County, Tennessee. He has also
for
years. • • ,..
done editorial work in the coopeBrackett also has served In a rat!ve study in elementary e~u- '
consultant and editorial capacity c_at10n of the Southern Assoc1a- - - hon, and bas done consultant
work with a number of school
system..
He is manied and the father
of tw1rCIIIDiha. 11

I

•
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Two To Join Western
Geography Department
Dr. G. A. LeRoux and Noland
fE. Fields Jr. , will join the staff
of the department of geography
and geology at Western State College in September, according to
Kelly Thompson president of the
college.
'
• ~ ,

two sons and a daughter. Hi s
family will accompany Jilin to
Western.
,. ¥ ~
.
. .
_A native of Memphis, Tenn.,

Fields was awar~ed t~e A. B. degree by the Umvers1ty of TenLeRQux,. a nativa of the Union n~ssee in 1955, and t_he !'-f. _S. d~of South Africa, will be a visit- giee by the same mstitut10n )11
ing associate professor in the de- 1960. He has also done work topartment.
·
war~ the Ph.D. degree at the UmHe was awarded the A. B de- ver~1ty of Alabama.
gree by the University of Stellem- . Fields served as a graduate-~~bosch, Union of South Africa, in sJStant at Tennessee from 1~1939, and the M. A. degree by ~. and _has bee~ _empl?yed ru
the same institution in 1941. He mdustry smce rece1vmg his M. A.
was awarded the Ph.D. degree de~ee. He '.3lso has s~rved as at).
' by Clark University, Worchester, officer and mstructor m the U. S.
Mass., in 1947. He has also serv- Army.
ed as a post-graduate exchange He is a member of Sigma Xi,
' student at the Free University of honorary science fraternity.
Brussels, Belgium.
·
Fields and his wife have one
LeRoux served as a teacher m child.
~ secondary schools of the Union of South Africa and in Southern Rhodesia, and was a vocational guidance worker m the
,Cape of Good Hope province for
l three years. He presently is selfemployid on ~000-acre estate
inrus h ~

I

_Ji!'

Re is Jl'JIM!Nlillllllll!llifAi;tier of

DR. PAUL E. POWER

Two To-Join Education
Facuity At Western
Dr. Paul E. Power and Kenneth school o_f the Arabian ~eric!ln ,

L. Grinstead will join the depart- Oil Co. m Dahrfanw, Saldud~.~rab1IaI..,

•
ment of educ~tion at Western
State ColJege m September, a~cording to Kelly Thompson, president.
Power is a native of Belleville, Ill. He was awarded the
B. S. degree by Hampden-Sydney
College, Virginia, in 1935, ~nd t~e
M. A. degree by the Umversity
of Illinois in 1943. He was awarded the E~. D. _de~ee by Colorado
State Uruvers1ty ill 1~54..
He served as. a P!lll~1pal and
superintendent m IllinoJS schools
from. 1935-1955,. a_nd was an ~d...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ucational _specialist at Ft. Sill,
Okla., durmg 1955-56. From 1956·
61, he served a shead of the

I.

A veteran o
or
"ar
Power is married and is iJ>e fa
ther of two children.
·"..
Grinstead is a native of llwa
He was awarded the A. B :t:Je
gree by Iowa Wesleyan
m 1950, and the M. A. d e
by the University of Iowa in· 956
He is presently a candidate fo
the Ph. D. degree at 'the Uni
versity of Iowa, which he expec ,
to receive in August of this year.
He is a veteran of World War
II, where he · served in Europe
from 1943-46. Grinstead has pre- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
viously served as a teacher in
the Iowa public schools, and was
superintendent of
Yarmouth,
Iowa. schools from 1957-60. He
also has participated in research
in school administration, building
and reorganization surveys in
Io~;instead is married and is the
father of three children.
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wo ore To Join WSC
acuity In September

JOHN H. WATSON

WAYNE DOBSON

Two EconomiCs Staff
Members NamedAt-WSC
John H: \Y~tson and Wayne
Dobson will_ Jom the department
~~ tecono~1cs and socwlogy at
e~ er_n tate College at t h e
~egi_m~mg of the 1962-63 school
) ea1 rn September, accordmg to
Kelly Thompson, president of the
college.
,.

Watson• served as an assistant
professor of Air Science at Mississippi State from 1955-60 and as
a graduate instructor in the department of sociology at t h e
same school from 1960-62
·
Watson presently resides
at
St_ate College, Miss., with hi s
wife, Katheryn. They are the
Watson, a native of Futlz will parents of four children.
teach sociology. He was a~ard* " *
ed the A. B. degree by More- A native of Gabe Dodson was
head State College in 1952, and awarded the A. B. degree in 1959
the M. ft:. de~ree by Mississippi by Western and the M. A deState University in 1961 and will gree by the same instituti~n in
be awarded ~he Ph.D. by the 1960. He is presently working
same school Ill August of this t~ward a doctorate degree in the
year. .
field of Economics at the Uni1_He 1s a v~teran of 20 years versity of Kentucky.
v. )th the Umted Stales Army
During the past academic
Air_ Corps, and was retired as year Dobson has studied at the
a lJeutenant colonel in Feb{uary, l'niversity of Kentucky under a
1960. ~ - ~ - - - ; ., . research fellowship from the Fed. era! ~eserve System. This fell~wsh1p represents one of the
, h1ghe~t honors a graduate student m economics can achieve.
1 fie presently resides with his
wife_ 111 Lexington.

'

DR. S. B. LEVENSOHN
J. R, FOSTER
Dr. Stephen B. Levens~~ and served as an instruc~_r in philosoJohn Robert Foster will Jolll the phr and the h~aru!tes.
.
faculty at Western State College Pnor to startmg his academic
at the beginning of the fall term work Levensoh!1 was a member
in September, according to Kelly of the U.S. Air Force for four
Thompson, president of the col- years._
.
lege. With the announcement of He is a member o~ the Medieval
these two faculty members a to· Academy of ~~rica and. the
tal of 16 new appointments for Southern Association of Ph1loso$eptember have been announced phy and Psycholog:,:.
.
by the college.
Leve~sohn and his wife have
Levensohn will teach philosophy one child.
and classes in the department of
. ~ .• •
business and government.
. Fost~r will 101n the department
A native of Massachusetts, Lev- of busm~ss and government staff.
ensohn was awarded the Ph. D. A native of Tacoma, Wash.,
degree in philosophy by Florida Foster was awa~ded . the A. B.
State University this year. He was degree by the Uruvers1ty of Oklaawarded the M. A. degree by Flor- homa in 1956, and the master of
ida S te in 1960 and th~ A. B. bus!ness a~i~tra~ion degree b_y
·
by Bm;ton University in Indiana Uruvers1~y m 1960. He 1s
,,'99.
~ presently a candidat~ for th~ D .
\ While at Florida State sine~ B. A. degree at Indiana Umver•
\1959, be has studied under a Na- sity.
Foster served as a undergradu1tfonal Defense Fellowship and
ate teaching assistant at the Uni•
versity of Oklahoma from 195256, and as a teaching associate
at Indiana University from 1958·
1962. He also served as a personnel specialist with the United
States Army from 1956-1958.
Foster presently resides with
his wife in Bloomington, Ind:

.inar On School
·.S..s Set July 9-20
., flt seminar in administering of -~,..,,,...,- ·z, d - ~ ~;,-

K ~llj' Jll.ll>.tic school funds will

bt!:W~nd\A!ar at Western State
, ~ · ~~uly 9-20 and will be highliAllell.iwi• c closing address by
1Wr.'41ert IT. Combs, according
lie 002 Kelly Thompson, presid~
rn.

!::1:'JI

..i.

* ••
t~ nar, first of its kind

lcu
~Id at Western, will offer
-~h hQfl'S of graduate credit to
)t. ose ~ding the two-week sess10n. Tlus program grew out of
L the !e!ilization for the need of
providmg the administrators of
K~nt~cky public school systems
with ~ormation which would be
of. ?Ptin:ium service in the admmistermg of public school funds
Persons desiring to enroll fo;
the course should contact Dr. Tate
C. Page, h~ad of the department
of education at tWestern, no later
th.an July 6. Those desiring credit
will be assessed a fee of $6 per
~emester hour. The fee for auditmg the course is also $6 per se~ester hour. While no credit is
issued for auditing, a verification
th at a person has audited the
~ourse w~l be placed on record
m the office ot the registrar
. Should an interested person· desire to. attend ·a limited number
of s~ss10ns, no assessment fee is
required.
'Yestern's department of educat10n working jointly with the
Kentuc~ State Department of
Education, _and the K e n t u c k Y
School Busmess Association will
present the study unit on the' most
recent developments in school
fund handling.
Jose1;>h W. Morris, professor of
education at Western, will preside
at aµ ~essions of the seminar.
Prmc1p~l speaker for the confer~nce will be Dr. John E. Phary
ass!5tant provost, director of edu:
cational _research and professor of
school fmance at the t.Iniversity
fe~enc~ will be Dr. John E. Phay
will g1v~ the opening lecture of
th e semmar on "Present and Fu. .
. .
ture School Revenue Sources .. superyism~ prmc1pal there; was
• • •
·
a~sociate mstructor of field stu. Phay holds degrees from Ma . dies at. the T~ach~rs College at
vill~, Tenn.; University of Penns~- Cilumbia Umvers1ty; was in
vama, and Teachers Colle e C c arge of research, New Jersey
lumbia University. He has gt~ugit state Dep?~~ent of Education
at Lake Placid, Fla served
an~ wa~ VlSltmg professor at the
- ----·.:..•_::.,_::.:..,:a=s Umvers1ty of North Carolina for
three .summers. He is a member
o~ Phi Delta Kappa, Kappa Delta
Pi, . and has edited a number of
various educational surveys.
Other speakers scheduled for
lectm:es include Wendell Butler, '
. uperm~endent of public school
mstruc~ion, State Department of
,Education, and his assistant Sam
Alexander.
'
Meeting site for all sessions will
be Kelly Thompson Science Hall
Room 224.
'
· A picnic and fish-fry on the col, lege c~.p~s will conclude seminar actJv1tJee.

BOBBY P. HOLMAN

.

HENRY S. KIRBY

•

.
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Four To Join Western
Facuity In September
Miss Mary Coleman Adams
P. Holman will join
j the staff of the Western Kentucky
State College Training School in
Septemb~r and D,onald T. Harris
and Henry S. Kirby will join the
• staff of 'the college's department
of chemistry as assistant instructors, according to Kelly Thompson, president of the college.
.
• "' "'

tives of Simpson county. Harris
was awarded the B. S. degree by
Western in 1958 with majors in
chemistry and mathematics. During the past year he served as
a graduate assistant in the department while working toward the
M.A. degree. From 1958 until
1961 he served with the United
States Army.
Kriby was awarded the B. S.
The four make a total of 28 degree by Western in 1961 with
new staff members who will join a major in chemistry. During
the college in September.
the past year he held a graduate
Miss Adams will teach art in assistantship in the department
the Training School. A native of while working toward the M. A.
Lexington, she is a graduate of degree.
Lafayette High School and attend- Wayne Ashley, counsellor at Eded the University of Kentucky. monson County High, has been
She received ihe B.S. degree from added to Western's education deWestern this year. She is a mem- partment faculty for the summer
her of the Kappa Pi National term.
l Honorary Art Fraternity, the KenAshley received the B. S. . and
tucky Art Association, the SW- M. A. degree at Western and has
-dent National Education Ass
been, a teacher at Edmonson
tion, and Western Art Club. W
·
High for the past three
at Western she served as a gradtH.• m
·
ate assistant in art. She has als
been named to membership in
, Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities.
I A native of Adairville, Holman
will .teach mathematics in the
Training School. .He was awarded
the B.S. degree in 1959 by Western
College. While at Western he was
a member of the Math and Physics clubs, the Student National
Educational Association and the
Leiper English Club.
Holman presently is at •Fort
,Chaffee, Ark., where he is serving a one-year tour of duty with
the 100th Division. He is married
, to the former Mary Lykins, a
1
- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 1961 Western graduate, and they - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - have one child, Clarissa Kaye.
1 and . Bobby

I

!

. .
"'

Both Harris and Kirby are na
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DONALD D. WENDT

JEFF CRISP JR.

Three Named To lndustria
Arts Faculty At Western
Ed.D degree by the University of and was also engaged as a
Missouri in August.
commercial electrician.
Wendt _served as a classroom Perkins is the_ son of Mr. and
tea~er m the Tecumseh, Neb., ~s. L. ~- Perkins, Route 5, and
public schools, from 1955-59, and 1s married to the former Leta
was a teacher in the Lincoln Neb., Kerr. They have two childr#p_,
publi~ schools from 1959-60. Since William, 7, and Jack, 5, ~
entering graduate school at the side on Smallhouse Road. 1. 6 dJ
University of Missouri, he has- _ _::;:;'
The announcement of the ap- served as an assistant instructor
pointment of the three new mem- from 1960-61, and bas been a rebers to the department staff search assistant al Missouri since .
makes a total of 37 new appoint- September of 1961. He bas also
ments to the western faculty to served as an ~l~ctronics instr~cd
tor at the Antiaircraft and Guidate. .
ed Missile Branch of the Artillery
A native of Nebraska, Wendt School at Ft. Bliss, Tex.
was awarded the A. B. degree
.
.
by Nebrai;ka State Teachers Col- Wendt 1s married and the falege in 1955, and the M. A. de- ther of two children.
gree by the same institution in · Crisp is a native of Sandy Hook.
Lt. Col. Grover G. Smith will \- ,. •-··=
1960. He will be awarded the He was awarded the B. S. Deassume duties as professor of
_gree with a major in industrial
military science and head of the \
arts by Eastern State College in
department of military science \
1957 and the M. A. degree by . at Western Stale College on Au- :
the 11ame institution in 1961.
~ gust 1, Kelly Thompson, president ,
Since 1956 Crips has taught inof the college, said yesterday.
' dustrial arts in the high schools
of the Jefferson County school
Lt. Col. Smith will succeed Lt.
system. He served in the U. S.
Col. James F . Marquis, who is
Air Force from 1951 until 1954.
retiring from military service on
Crisp and his wife have o n e
June 30. Major Edward F. Irick
child.
Jr., assistant PMS at the college,
• •
will serve as acting head of the
Perkins 11 a native of Bowling
department until Smith arrives
Green, and attended College High.
on the campus.
He was awarded the B. S. deThe new PMS comes to Western
gree by Western Kentucky in 1954
from the Panama Canal one
and will complete requirements
where he is presently assigned
for the M. A. degree at Western
as training officer at Fort Arna- \
Jn January of next year.
dor.
He served as a member of the
A native of Tupelo, Mi s., Smith
U. S. Air Force from 1951-52 and , was coromis ioned a second lieu- \
was an instructor of electriclty at , tenant in Infantry through the of- I
Western Area Vocational School
ficer candidate program in 1943. .
from 1955-59.
He was later appointed to the
Since July, 1959, he has been
Army. He served in all 1
employed as an electrician at 1 Regular
c<
mpany
grade assignments from };\epu
~wling Green Manufacturing Co. 1 the Normandy
invasion through ·
~
the Central European campaig
in 1943-45. He served in Korea
in 1953-54 as an adviwr to th ·

Donald D. Wendt, Jeff Crisp Jr.,
and Lawrence Hobdy Perkins
will join the department of industrial arts faculty at Western
.
State Collge m September, according to Kelly Thompson, president
of the college.
• ,. •

Retire

6/24/62

mith Named To
Western's ROTC
0

-------====---~-'

•

I

aom e

B S. de
Georgia and was awarded
gree in 1958.
i;:

•

•

Lt. Col. Smith has . served

as \

an instructor on the Infantry \
School Staff at Fort Benning, Ga.,
and has served in a variety of
command and staff assignments.
The new PMS and his wife have
three children, Betty Joan 20
; ~ho_ will enter Western as a' jun'.
10r m September ; Larry Gordon,
17, who will enter the colle"e as
a freshm an in September and
Thomas Malcolm, 9.

t

10
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ARCHIE i.AMAN

ROBERT S. HALL

Two New Instructors
Listed By Western
Archie Laman and Robert S. ing experience, including six
. Hall joined the staff at Western years as school administrator.
Kentucky State College at the He was principal at Cave City,
opening of the summer term, ac- Ark., from 1953 · to 1956. In 1957 I
cording to Kelly Thompson, presi- he became superintendent of fi
dent of .the college.
schools at Grubbs, Ark. He re• • •
signed that position in 1960 to
Laman is a member of the de- enroll as a doctoral candidate.
partment of education faculty, Laman is married to the forHall is a member of the depart- i:n~r ~iss_ Edna Hanson, who will
ment of physics and will also Jorn him m September as a faculteach physics in the Training ty · member in the English deSchool. Both will continue with partment. The Lamans have four
the college for the 1962-63 school children.
year which opens on Sept. 10.
•
•
A native of Cave City, Ark., Hall is a native of Bowling
Laman was awarded the B. A. Green where he attended the
degree by Arkansas Co 11 e g e, Western Training School and was
Batesville, majoring in history awarded the B.S. degree in 1958
and social science. He was award, by Western. Sourthern Illinois
ed the M. A. degree by Arkansas University granted him the masState College, Jonesboro, major- ter of sci~nce degree in 1961.
ing in school administration. La- He received a graduate assistman is presently completing work B?tship in the department of phy1 t the doctor of education degree sics at Southern Illinois Univerat tile University of Arkansas. sity, While there he made special
Hf..· -t, a member of Phi Delta investigations as to the place of
~
mathematics and science in the
Jlas eJ.gbt ears of tea.ch- general education program.
Hall comes to Western from
Belleville, Ill., Junior . College
where he has been an ins ruct?r in physics and mathematics 1
smce 1959.
_,

I
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MRS. AUDREY R. JACKSON

W stern Names Three
Additional Teachers
Appointment of three more tion and continuity director for 'Yhere she taught high school Engmembers to bring the number of radio station WKCT.
lish _for the pas~ two ye~s.
new faculty for Western State Col- Mrs. Jackson and her husband, Miss Broa~h 1s a native of DeIege to 40 was announced Sat~- with their 10-year-old son, John catur, Georgia. She was a_war~ed
day by Kelly Thompson, pres1- Mack, Jr., reside on Old Scotts- the B. S. de~ee by the U~vers1ty
dent.
ville Road.
of Tennessee m 1960. Her first two
• • .,
. . .
years of college were completed
.
.
Mrs. Ruth Fuller ~ill Jom the at Virginia Intermont Junior ColThe new members ~11II begin depart_ment of educat10n faculty. lege. She has done graduaW! wor,I,;
their duties at the opermg of the A native of Butler County, Mrs. toward the M. A. • ~ at
fall semester Sept. 10.
Fuller was awar~ed the B.S. de- Emory University.
New faculty members are Mrs. gree by_ Western m 1956, the M.A.
Audrey Russell Jackson, Mrs. degree m 1958, and has completed
Ruth Fuller and Miss Alba Marie the 24 hours of graduate study of.
Broach.
fered by Western beyond the M.
Mrs. Jackson will J0ln the De- A. degree.
•
partment of Economics and Sociology. She was awarded the A.B. Since 1957 Mrs. Fuller·has servdegree by Western in June of this ed as area guidance counselor
year when she was graduated wi~ the State Department of_ ~duwith honors. She will receive the cation. Last January she Jomed
M.A. degree from Western in Au- the Western staff on a temporary
gust. Part of her undergraduate basis in the education department.
work was done at University of Mrs. Fuller and her husband,
Oklahoma.
the Rev. George T. Fuller, reside
This past year Mrs. Jackson at Morgantown.
held a graduate assistantship in Miss Alba Marie Broach will.
the Department of Economics and join the Training School staff
Sociology.
where she will teach in the areas:
She has served as a personnel of junior high English, speech,
analyst with the U.S. P u b 1 i c debate and dramatics. She comes
Health Service, Washington, D. to Western from the Butler Coun-1
C., and was employed as promo- ty school system, Hamilton, Ohio,
0

••
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Two Associate Deans

,
~

.

,

Western Regdnts·•Approve ·
Record $3.9 Million Budget

,-ft .
';.:~-

~ \,
-

Western State College board of
regents today approved the largest budget in the history of the
college and promoted two members of the faculty to associate
deans.
Continued progress and expansion in all areas of the college
were given impetus by other actions of the board.

·»_

.

Continued fro.:n page 1

•• •

The budget approved for the

1962-63 fiscal year totals $3,999,818. The college will begin operat1ing under the budget on July 1.
Dr. John D. Minton, who has
Ibeen a faculty member of the
department of history since 1959,
was promoted to the position of
associate dean of graduate instruction.
Dr. William R. Hourigan, who
has been a faculty member of
the department of agriculture
since 1960, was promoted to asQR. W. R. HOURIGAN
DR. J. D. MINTON
sociate dean of undergraduate instruction.
.
.
1947 until 1950. From 1951 until uation from Kentucky in 1952. He
The teachmg ~s1gnments ~f 1953 he was a member of the was with the U. S. Army from
both the new. associate deans will Broward County public school sys- 1953 until 1955 when he entered
be reduced !-11 order to assume tern, and Adult Education Pro- graduate school.
the ne"". duties. .
. gram, University of Miami, Fort He and his wife, the former
A native of Trigg County, Min- Lauderdale, Fla.
Marlene Swann, Murray, reside
~n ~as awarded the Ph: D de?ree He served as principal of the at 502 Belmont · Drive.
11!- h~tory by Vanderbilt Umver- Trigg County high school from Thirty-six faculty members who
s1ty m 1959. He was awar~ed t_he 1953 until he joined the Western are new appointeei; in an expanM. A. degr~ by the University faculty.
.
.
sion of the faculty
take care of
qf Kentucky m l947 8!1d !}le _A. ~- Minton and bis wife, the for- the increase in enrollment were
.degree by the same mshtution m mer Betty Jo Redick of Trigg approved by the board.
1946:
. County, reside at 102 Bellevue A plan for changing the salarY'.
Mm_ton held a ~rad~ate assist• Drive with their two sons.
structure for the teachiJ)g facult~
antsh11? at the Umvers1ty of Ken- Hourigan is a native of Lebanon. was presented bJ.
·
ly
!ucky m 1946-47 and was. a teach- He was awarded the Ph. D. degree Thompson.
mg fellow at Vanderbilt I_rom by Ohio State University in 1960. "
He was awarded the M. S. degree
by tbe University of Kent\lekY in
1956 and the B. S. degaae by
the same institution in 19521
i,.11M'!iii
* • *
~
He ..-ved as a55istant countY the
agent in Calloway County ~d in
Washington County following_grad-

to

___::.tLJ. '

•

the summer school. sessioµ.
\ A faculty member will be adclitionaily compeasaled for teaching
the summer session. Those who do
not teach in the summer will have
lhe opportunity lo do further graduate ntudy, travel, or rest. Thomp.
son staled that under this plan
many of the faculty members
can continue work toward lhe
doctorate degree during the sum- ·
mer without financial hardship.
Thompson stated thal lengthy
study had been given to the plan
and it was the overwhelming consensus of lhe faculty that such a
slep would be one of the mosl
far-reaching in the history o[ the
college relative to faculty financial renumeration.
The plan will be financed from
the current budget which was approved today. ll will be put iDt,o
effect for a one-year tri,.t
if successful, will -becODJlil
stitutional policy.
:.:..A
Ii'

¥

,

HANDS OFF is the policy for this new bottling
machine at the Coca-Cola Bottling Works of
Bowling Green. Demonstrating the machine for
a group of Little League baseball players is
Sidney Douglas, the machine operator. Douglas
explains the machine to the boys (from left)
Steve Walker, 12, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
W. Walker, 744 Greenlawn Drive; Frank Griffin

Jr., 11, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Griffin Sr.,
Scottsville Road; Stuart Osborne, 11, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William H. Osborne, 1125 Fairview
Ave., and Doug Butt, 12, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Butt, 807 E. 11th St. This machinery and
others in the plant will be on display during
the open house Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

•

The board accepted • ,..,........
the National Science Fow1datiofl
, sponsored summer training program for high school students
being held on the campus ,
mer for the fourth conyear. A grant in t!1e
amo1mt of $22,270, was received from lhe foundation to finance
the program. The grant marked
the fifteenth thG college has re•
ccived in the pasl four years and
brings to a total $484,700 in funds
U1e college has received from the
NSF.
Progress reports on the new
six-story dormitory for women,
which will be ready for occupancy in September; the AcademicAthletic Building now under construction; the proposed 10-story
dormitory for men ; the proposed
four-story dormitory for women;
bid openings for new utilities
installation and lhe cooperative
Western-Bowling Green Board of
Education elementary
school
were presented to the board by
Thompson.
A report on the College Heights
Foundation was also presented
by Thompson.
H. Bemis Lawrence, Louisville
attorney, was sworn in as a member of the board for his third
term. Douglas Keen, county attorney of Allen County, was sworn
in for his second term. B o th
were recently re-appointed by
Gov. Bert T. Combs.
In otl1er business the board approved a minor in the field of
military science and a plan f o r
a special studies curriculum.
Attending the meeting today in
addition to Lawrence and Keen,
were state superintendent of public instruction Wendell P. Butler
chairman ex-officio; Hugh Po
land Guthrie; Dr. Gerald Edd
Calhoun; and Maxey Harli
Bowling Green. Owen Hammo
Louisville, was absent.

, plant manager; Seibert Brewer,
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. (Thomas),
anooga, Tenn.; Kelly Thompson,
f Western State College; J. Lewie

Harman Jr., dean of student affairs, Bbwlint
Green College of Commerce, ahd 0. V. Clark,
president of Coca-Cola Bottling Works of Bowl•
ing Green.
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Two More Named To Western Facu ty
-,1

Appointment of two more faculty members to the staff at Western State College was announced
by Kelly Thompson, president of
the college,
The two appointments increase
to 45 the number of new faculty
members joining the Western staff
when the fall semester opens on
Sept. 10.
Thomas John B. Wenner
(Photo by George E. Skaggs)
PORTRAIT of John SimpsOfl, for who Simpson County was named,
was presented to Simpson Judge R. E. Wear, left, during dedi•
cation ceremonies for the new addition to Simpson County Court•
house yesterday. The portrait was painted by Mrs. Edna Milliken,
econd from right. Other persons are Kelly Thompson, president
of Western State College, and Miss Frances Richards, faculty member at Western and native of Franklin, both of whom spoke during
the dedication of the $60,000 add; ,.

-----------_!

. Courthouse
I"Addition

Is Dedicated

r-F-1.5 -

2-

FRANKLIN, Ky. {Spl.l - Western State COilege President Kelly
Thompsou yesterday dedicated
the new $60,000 addition to Simpson County Courthouse to "liberty and f ustice for all our people."
Thompson, who was the princiEffective with the begmning of
pal speaker for dedication cerethe fall term, a student motor
monies, said the phrase, "liberty
vehicle policy will prohibit the
.and justice for all" includes the
possession and operation of any
key words of our pledge allegiance
type of automobile by freshmen
to the flag.
•
on the campus at Western State
During yesterday's dedication
College, Kelly Thompson, presiof the two new wings and redent, said Saturday.
modeled m a i n building, Miss
This policy was adopted by
Frances Richards, member of the
Western along with the UniverEnglish Department at Western
sity of Kentucky, Murray State
and a resident of Franklin, preState College and Eastern when
sented County Judge R. E. Wear
the Council on Public Higher Eduwith an oil painting of Capt. John
cation at Frankfort issued th e
Simpson, for whom Simpson Coundecree on July 9. .
ty was named.
The same policy will affect
The painting was done by Mrs.
sophomores in 1963. At that time
Edna Milliken, chairman of yesall students registered as sopho-,
terday's ceremonies.
mores who have an overall acaMrs. illiken gave a brief hisrlemic standing of "B" or above
tory of Simpson County, and Counn. y ):le granted the privilege of
ty Clerk J. U. <Bud) Grow comperating motor vehicles at any
pared the amount of space needed I o the above
named schools.
for court records now with the
· All students on academic proamount needed in 1882 when the
tion, regardless of their classifipresent building was built.
cation, are forbidden possession
Grow said one bodk was used
and operation of motor vehicles
every two years for recording
at the college, the College presideeds and "'one every two years for
dent said.
recording mortgages in 1882, but I Exceptions to these regulations
in 1961, three books were used for
may be granted only with spethe recording of each.
cial permission of the dean of
students in order to avoid hardship based on physical handicap,
necessary commuting to classes,
use for -essential work and other
proven need. No student may operate a motor vehicle at Western
until he has registered it and
has it insured against public liability, Thompson said.
Penalities for parking and other
traffic violations will result in
fines up to $5. Parking by students is forbidden in all faculty
, parking areas between the hours
of 7:30 a. m . and 5 p. m. weekdays and before noon on Saturdays.

Cars Out
For Freshmen
At Western

r~

.j /'
J
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will

join the Department of business
and government. Robert E. Dawson will join the department of
physics.
Wenner was awarded the A. B.
degree by Oberlin College; the
M. A. degree by New York University, and he has done graduate
work at the University of Geneva,
Switzerland, and the University
of Paris. He majored in politics
with a minor in economics and
business administration.
Eenner has studied and taught
at Cornell University, the University of Minnesota, Columbia Un/versity and Western Rest'lrve Umversit~.
.
He 1s an accredite? European
correspondent for Scripps-Howard
Newspapers and the Cleveland
Press, western Europe and Moscow. He covered the invasion of
Poland.
Wenner has served as deputy
chief Bw·eau of Facts and Figures '(Political and Economic Af.
fairsl and Personnel Mana"ement,' Washington, D.C..; Di;i.
sion chief, the Office. ·of War Information eight European desks and North Africa, and staff
management ; attache, London,
staff of Ambassador R. D. Mw·phy
for planning the German occupation; chief, public affairs, U.S.
element <USPOLAD), Berlin and
West Germany; Potsdam Conference, observer at Nuremberg
trial, and staff management in
Berlin.
He also served as chief, planning program, visit of Japal}Cse
diplomats in 1945 to the Hi.tlted
States for industrial and business
management surveys; secretary,
U. S. Foreign Relations Committee delegation to the British Com-

T. J. B. WENNER

ROBERT E. DAWSON

monwealth Conference, Canberra, sistant professor of physics. He
Australia, and round-the-worl!i- was elevated to head of the dejourney for economic survey. Eco- partment and made associate pronomic attache at Rome for for- fessor of physics and mathematics
eign loans and business reporting; in 1961.
U.S. consul to Canada for eco- A native of Simpson County, I
nomic and business reporting.
Dawson oorved with the U.S. Ar- 1
H h b
d
b • my's 100th Division in France and
I
e ~s. een t emc or as 1;1si- Germany during World War II
nesst a v1ste1r·· o (Porbul_guedse Vun- as an infantryman
por -expor 1rm
u ~o e ~s.
. .:
.
concellos Sons ), Maderia and Lis- Dawson 1s ma1ued !o the !orbon.
mer Ann Suell, M1tchellv1lle,
Wenner returned to the United Tenn. They have two sons, RobStates in 1960. Since that time ert S., 13, and James T., 8.
he has been- a resident of Pa~ . The Dawsons will move to Bo'\\'.l•
Springs, Calif.
· mg Green from Owensboro m
* • •
August.
Dawson comes to Western from

Kentucky Wesleyan College, Owensboro, where he has been head
of the department of physics and
mathematics.
The new member of the physics
department was awarded the B.
S. degree by Western in 1950 and
the M.A. degree in 1952. From
1950 until 1955 he taught in the
Sumner County, Tennessee school
system. From 1955 to 1958 he served as principal of the Portland,
Tenn., elementary school and the
White House, Tenn., High School. ,
In 1958 Dawson joined the faculfy at · Kentucky Wesleyan as as-
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Three Na
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MRS. FLOYD MCKIBB•N
ROY D 1:#.E
E
.
Three additional facult:r mem- facult
7/
MRS. MARGARET WENNER
hers have been named to the staff partn{enfso/ m~mber of the de- Souix Falls, S.D. 1947-48· and
~• '!Western State (?ollege for the ment in Sept~~~::ss and govern- the Wai:ren Coun'.ty Scho~Is from
semest~r openmg in Septem. ·
1955 until 1957.
· _accordmg to Kelly Thompson . Th~ Wenn~rs WIil move to Bowl- The McKibbens reside at 1538
' 1dent of the college.
' mg_ reen ID August. They will State St.
• • •
reside at 1580 Normal Drive.
• • •
The three appointments make a Mrs M K"bbe• • .
Roy D. Hedges will join the de-•
tc. al of 48 new staff members de • c .• n w,11 be a non- partment of economics and soc·
,~bo will join the faculty in Sep- videar::_enie~~~ugct':[ td will di- ?lof'· He has se~ved as part-tim~
I 1ber.
Sh
u 1es.
ms r uctor of socrnlogy in the de
Th th
e was awarded the B S de- partment for th
t
·
e
ree new members are gree by Western in 1957 Sh~ h
Hed e
e pas two years.

MKj:ril?

:o~t~~~!m1

5

ih

~r:~~a!i i~-!~rtb~~~f

I

t~~~1!g!;

t·sHS: :i~;~~~t
.:~n~~i
t~~u:./
Ol;~~r~~~e
u.
edges.
Western
aw d ct' th o., m 1958. He will be
·
•
·
are
eMAd
Mrs. Wenner will join the de- Mrs. McKibben was a member body College · Nasig~ee by Pea-·
lr-trtment of foreign languages' of the department of. psychology next month ,
VI e, Tenn.,
where she will teach Spanish She at Western from 1958 until 1961 Hed
·
.
~as. awarded the A.B. degr~ by when she resigned to join her nus- the Gf!!i!erved_ as n1~ht editor of
=lmu·a College and has done post band who was stationed with the 1957 unn ~9 Daily Tribune from
.!raduate work at Cornell Univers- U.S. Army in Massachusetts.
the Om~h 5~- He worked with
it:v an_d McGill University Mon- An experienced guidance cfun• a~ m k a, Nebr., Worlc'I-Herald
•re~, Canada.
'
sel~r: ~s. McKibben held
at 1959
e-up and copy editor in
· She has taught at Cleveland Col- pcs1t10n m the Warren Co ty He ;e
.
·]ege :3nd at Western Reserve Un- Sphool system in 1957-58. J ·om fJi t in 9~~ m th~ Kor an c~m. hers1t;v,_ ~erved with the Informa- 1948 until 1955 she was "" Girl/Ai m1 's 45
_.w Ith the A.S.
t,oi:i D1V1s1on of the Pan American Scout execut~v~ at Gregory, S.D. Hed"cs
zvi~1?n . .
l,mon and has been a director of S~e held positions :is a commer- m r fr
his w,fe, I.he !or.,
e women's activities committee cial teacher at G ·rgory, 193 l; s1 'c ~t I C ~ Y Beth. Durhm, re-.
1
f the community War Fund .
•
e on Dmve.
Washington. n.c. She has al~~
--~-~_.
serve~ as a psychological analrst with the U.S. Strategic Bombmg Survey in Condon, England,
10 THE PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, Bowling Green, Ky.
and Bad Naugheim, Germany,
SUN.DAY, JULY l.5i 1962
and was chief of the UNRRA
Bureau in the Search for Missing
Persons via Press and Radio in
Germany,
The new member of the foreign
languages department has traveled extensively in Europe and Central and South America with her ,
husband, Thom34 ohn B Wenner, who jg • Qlg the Western

.r:

I
I
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NEW SUMMER FACULTY_:Shown here are 13
of the visiting professors teaching In the sum•
mer session at Western Kentucky State College.
Three of the additiona l summer faculty were
absent when the photo was made. The picture
was taken at a reception given by Western
president Kelly Thompson Wednesday afternoon
in the Faculty House for the visiting professors.
Front row, left to right: Archie Laman, educa,
tion; Mrs. Joe E. Terhune, library; Raymond L.
Herndon, education; Mrs. Neva Flowers, education; Dr. William L. Brackett, education; and
Thompson. Back row, left to right: E ward A.

Barnhardt, physics; Miss Jasper Schlinker, edu•
cation; Mrs. Bernadine Steele, education; Mrs,
Margaret Balint, education; Robert S. Hall,
physics; Mrs. Lurene Gibson, education; and
Jackson Ashley, education. Absent when the
picture was taken were William Birdwell, Ernest Broady, and Douglas Lipton, all teaching in
the department of Educa ion. Laman, Brackett,
Hall, and Barnhardt joined the staff on a per•
manent basis at the opening of the summer
term on June 10 and will continue when the
fall semester opens in September.

I
I
I

I

Meade County Superintendent Elected

Combs Addresses Superintendent

Meet1~g

It is the direct responsibility
of superintendents of Kentucky's
schools to work fo r solution to
t he state's educational problem,
Gov. Berl T. Combs told approximately 250
educators attending the 28th annual Summer Conference of Superintendents at Western State College.

* • •

"The average Kentuckian has
relied too much and too 1 o n g

on the idea of tradition a n d
hospitality," the governor said.
He reviewed the · gains Kentucky has made within the past
t wo years in the field of education and cited the regression
that might result if the tax structure is altered.
Combs told the group that without teachers there would never
have been any doctors, lawyers
and • dentists. He reminded superintendents that it was up to
t hem to convince the public that
the teaching profession belongs
on the same level as the professions they have made possible for many in higher paid
fields.
"It will take self determination and
self evaluation for
teaching to attain its place on
the high professional level," the
governor emphasized.
"School administrators should -

.,

KENTUCKY GOV. BE RT COMBS congratulates James R. Allen, Bra ndenburg, su perintendent of Meade County Schools, newl y elected president of the Summer Conference for

Superintendents at Western State College Friday. Standing by to wish Allen success during
I his term are (from leftJ Kelly Thompson, Wut•

ern president; Kenneth Estes, Owensboro city
school superintendent and retiring summer con•
ference president, and Wendell P. Butler, state
superintendent of public · instruction. The 28th
annua l summer conference was attended by
some 2SO Kentucky school adm inistrators.

___..

I.
1 ol be orne involved with p0h: th1I personalities," Combs warn: d

."They should, however, stand
programs which
good and which
, ·i' I in any way help school chil- l

• l'" for Political
t 1''Y know are

Id, •n."

The governor pointed out that I
. 1hPre has been an increase of u: ·
pe t· cent in enrollment in Ken: I ucky's schools in
the past 10
, '"<'ars. Citing this and other
trides made by the state in industry. highway construction a nd
ecreational facilities. C o m b s'
11r~ed educators to point out 1rith
rmcle the state's advances to their
tudents and friends .
1

,

* • •

I

DR. ROBERT OBOJSKI

Ja~es R. Allen, Brandenburg,

:, supermtendent of Meade counl ty schools, was elected president of the Summer Conference
f?r Superintendents. He succeeds
Kenneth Estes, superintendent of
Owensboro city" schools.
~obert . G. Cochran, public relat10ns_ dll'ector for Western, is
executive secretary for the conj ference._
The conference was one of
three educational features of the
college's summer school program .
!', . tw<?•Week seminar in "Adm1s1stermg of Kentucky Public
School Funds·· was directed by
\Yestern's department of educa-j
lton.
An "Educational Eq ui pment
"!'d Materials Workshop" was I
dn-,.,cted by Fithia n F 1 ries a lso a 1
p,·ofPssor in lhe education de art. men t.
• The three program ,,,,_ere well
, attended and termed " hi<>hl .
successful " b . school a uthoriti-ei.

l

;f
'

MRS. BERTHA P. JONE~ uly

~t;Tl~62
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JACOBI

Three Named To Western Faculty
number of articles on travel, ed- home economics department there
ucation and numismatics for pub- for three years.
lications such as The Cleveland
• • •
Plain Dealer, Cleveland P ress, Jacobi, who will become a mem•
Detroit Fr ee Press, Coins Maga- ber of the department of fo reign
zine, Numismatic ~ews and oth- languages, was born in Manners. Currently he 1s the reg~lar heim, Germany, and attended the
numismatic and philatelic wnter Lessing Gymnasium there. He
for Christian S~ience Monitor.
came to the United States in 1946
Mrs. Jones will become ~ mem- and went to school in Louisville,
,,...,.
* * "'
ber of the home economics de- and later in Birmingham, Ala.
'. ·bo jski, a native of Clevela nd, partment at Western. She is a na- Jacobi has ta u"ht German and
will join the faculty as an live of New Ber~. N. C.
Spanish at Indi:na University's
instructor in the English Depart- Mrs. Jones d_id h_er graduate Jeffersonville Center, Howard Colment.
work ·at the Umversi~y of Mary- lege, Birmingham , Belmont ColHe was awarded the A. B., A. land, where she received her M: lege, Nashville, Fisk Universily,
M. and the Ph . D. degrees . by A. degree. Sh~ was awa rd ed ~et Nashville, and Unicin University,
Western Reserve
University, B. S. degree m home_ economics Jackson, Tenn .
Cleveland, Ohi?. He taught _in the f r o m. East Carolina Collge, He has recently been en"aged
Cleveland pubhc schools while do• Greenv1lle, N: C.
.
in graduate studies in the'Jield
ing his graduate work and has She taught. u~ the public schools of Germanic languages at Van•
taught and headed the English De- of North C~olma for three ye~rs derbilt University.
partment at Detroit Institute of as a vocat10nal home econoI?JS? .- - - - -- - - --"--Technology.
instruc_tor, and taught for f Iv e
He left Detroit Tech to pursue years 11:1 the same departm~nt at
a career as a writer and during Columbia College, Columbia, S. I
the past two years has written a C. prior to becoming head of the

Dr. Robert
Obojski, Mrs.
• Bertha Pate Jones and Walter S.
Jacobi will become members of
the faculty at Western Kentucky
State College in September, ac•
cording to Kelly Thompson, presi•
dent of Western. This brings to
51 the number of new faculty
1
m~mbers employed for the fall
semester.

l

(

.(

"'
J
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POLLY W. BOAZ

~- Join Western Librar
,e new faculty members will selected as the outstanding com•
tl,:i libral"Y:\$taff at Western mercial education major in the
Colleg on pt. 1, accord- 1962 spring graduating class.
, Kelly ',I'
p;;on, president Mrs. Polly Warren Boaz was
H colleg
awarded the M. A. degree by
•
•
Peabody College in 1961, majoring
,
nouncement makes a to• in library science. She was gradu., new a ppointment to the ated by Western in 1952 with the
aff for the fall semester B. S. degree.
::,
ns on Sept. 10. •
A native of Russellville, Ky.,
v library staff members Mrs. Boaz has served as assistJanice 1cAtee, 1rs. P ol- ant medical librarian at the Uni.r.-en Boaz, and Mrs. Joy versity of Missouri; librarian at
f.e.
the Antioch, Ill., High School; li. '{rAtee was a ·arded the brnrian in the Jefferson County
: d, 'el! by West~ in J une school system; and worked in the
. u. · year when she was gradu- library at Texas A & M College
nted w'th ho or. A
tive of Ca- anC: the Extension Division of the
mz K·: \ bile a sturu nt at West- University of Texas. She is now
s • kAtee • ·ed on the serving as a half-time cataloger
Student Advisory Council and was in the Western library.
a ·member of the Talisman staff. She is the wife of Holland E.
She was elected to W~o•s Wh? Boaz, who joined the Industrial
Among Students in Amencan Um- Arts department faculty in Januversities and Colleges and was ary of this year. They reside
1338 College St. with their three

·~rn:-- ·

children, Gen
Richard, 2.
Mrs. Joy Ter u was awarded
the B. A. degre hnd the M. A.
degree by Murray State College.
She taught busin
al Trigg County High School for two years and
for the past six ye· has served
as librarian at South Marshall
High School.
This summer Mr . Terhune is
supervising the College High Iibrary in the absence of Mrs. Mo!ly Holland, who is attending graduate school at Peabody College,
Nashville.
Mrs. Terhune is the wife of Dan
Terhune, administrative manager
of the Bowling Green offices of
the State Highway Department.
They reside at 712 Sherwood Drive
with their two sons, David and
Paul.

,,,____.~~--------.,J

-...-.--.
the Armorv at 1:~0 ~.m.
'"
...
- t Robert Pemberton
pa ng Jot ad_1acenv:h the troops 't'_er!!_ review•
TV AND SMOKES-Capf. Headquarters Comyesterday dur!ng ~:aham and T ornpson. The
mander o
. ed
ed by Meredith, h d 'th funds raised by
Jr., right, co":i·
Tank Battalion, rece_•~
television was pure
m::Ober was present~d
panY, 3rd Me ~;"~raham a portable televmon
the mayor. Ea~h gua b the Brown and y.1,1.
from Mayor. R. • ' da room at Fort Knox,
a cartoon of cigarettes, \he guard received
set for the company s Coly Nelson A. Meredith,
liamson Tobacco Corp.d Thompscin for ;ts ex•
with approval of Lt,
Dr Kelly Thompson,
. from Graham an
battalion commander aKn tu~ky State College.
praise
. 't .and appearance.
president of Western . en followed a farew II
cellent spin
Presentation ceremoniRs ebuck and Company
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eStrictions
Put On Cars
At Colleges
7/10/62

€olleges Curb ,
Student-Car Use,
Continued from First Page

Student Rules Laid Down·
Council Also Backs 4-Yeai
Role For Kentucky State
I

By ALLAN M. TROUT
Couri•r•Journ11 Bure1u

Frankfort, Ky., July 9.-The Council on Public Higher
Education Monday restricted student use of automobiles at
all Kentucky colleges and the University of Kentucky.
, It also adopted a recommendation that Kentucky State
, College here be continued as a four-year institution in
iberal arts. It said the college should be expanded to
serve community needs of the capital and surrounding
counties.
Concernlng automobiles, the
Council ruled that freshmen
cannot · operate them at the
University of Kentucky or any
of the five State colleges beginning September 1. In addition
it ruled that sophomores with
less than a B average cannot
operate them beginning Sep· tember 1, 1963.
Must Register Cars

The restriction on campus
automobiles is an old regula. tion at U. K. In extending
it to the five colleges 1 the council made one set of rules applicable to all six institutions.

I

Henceforth, sophomores
with academic average of B
or better, and juniors and
seniors must:

1. Register vehicles with the
college.
2.. Present a valid driver's
•'license.
.
3. Show public-liability and
property-damage insurance in
not less than the minimum recommended by the Department
of Insurance. Usually, this is
$10,000 for one person, and
$20,000 for one accident.
4. If younger than 21, file
a written consent of parents
or guardian .
I

K.S.C., and it will continue until the process is complete in
both fac.ulty and student body.
Hires Dr. Hartford
But it will take a long time.
Meanwhile, K.S.C. and the
State are morally obliged to
meet the special needs of Negroes graduating 1rom segre-

gated ·high schools.
In other action, the council
employed Dr. Ellis F. Hartford,
of U. K., as executive secretary
to succeed Ted C. Gilbert who,
after two years, is resigning
July 1 to become business man•
ager of Louisville City school~.
Dr. Hartford joined the U.
K. faculty in 1942 as director
of University School. For his
new position he will take leave
of absence as director of the
division of foundation education.
Dr. Hartford is a native of
Ohio County, was educated at
U. K. and Harvard University,
Col. 1, back page, this section

Exceptions Provided

No student under probation
for academic or disciplinary
reasons will be allowed to
drive on the campus. The new
'rules give each institution authority to grant exceptions in
hardship cases.
The K.S.C. recommendations
adopted by the council were
ontained in the report of
e consultants as to the fuof the Frankfort senior
ge which was formerly a
o college.
e council referred the reto the board of regents
()f K.S.C., with the suggestion
•it implement the expansion as
' tapidly as possible.
While K.S.C. is integrated
1 under the law, and a few white
students attend, its primary -==== =====~_....,..,,&"""!
service has been to Negroes. t

and is a writer in the field
of education. The council did
not set his salary pe,nding an
upgrading of schedules now under way, but the salary of
Gilbert has been $11,976 a
year.
'
To make the s t u d y of
K.S.C. the council commissioned:

such of these persons as are
ambitious to earn a college
degree, but unable to progress
toward it because · the facilities are not locally available,
K.S.C. has an excellent opportunity....
"The provision of additional
junior-college studies is not to
be feared as a dilution of the 1
quality of the college program.
Instead, it is a separate and
added opportunity for service ·
to the state and community. . . ."

Dr. M. M. Chambers, executive director of the Michigan
Council of State College Presi'Situation Changing'
dents.
Dr. Thomas G. Pullen, head
3. "K.S.C. should accomplish
of the Maryland State Depart- a gradual expansion of its servment of Education.
ice to the state and community;
s h o u 1 d accomplish gradual
Survey Cost $2,014
progress in racial integration
Dr. Broadus E. Sawyer, on of faculty and students .... It
leave as associate professor of follows that, during this alleconomics at Morgan State Col- important transition period, 1
lege, Baltimore, and now assist- State support for the college •
ant director of the Michigan s h o u 1 d be generously in- •
Council of State College Presi- creased."
dents.
Comment-"A powerful reaThe trio's on-the,spot phase son . . . for gradual growth
of the study covered May 25 of K.S.C., and gradual progress
through June 1. It included in its racial integration, is that
a one-day public hearing. Total as yet many Negro high-school
cost of the survey was $2,014. graduates of segregated schools
They made these recom- . . . would actually be denied
mendations, with comment in opportunity for high education
if there were no traditionally
support of each:
Negro colleges available to
1. "K.S.C. should be con- them. This situation is changtinued as a State-supported ing, and will change, but gradfour-year degree-granting col- ually."
lege of liberal arts, with other
Suggests Added Space
specified programs open to
4. "K.S.C. should_immediatequalified persons irrespective
ly be enabled and encouraged
of race, religion, or sex."
to strengthen and enlarge its
Cite Valuable Plant
instruction in political science,
Comment-"With a physical public administration, and bus· plant well adapted for college iness administration, and to en•
use, worth $5,500,000 and hav- roll employees of State goving a replacement value much ernment in evening and Saturgreater, and in view of , the day classes."
oncoming increased need for
Comment- "It is probable
higher-education fa c i 1 i tie s that in the early stages of dethroughout the state, it would velopment, the classe~ could
be a great error to consider and should be held in conferclosing the college or transfer- ence rooms or other appropriring its facilities to some other ate space in the Capitol or
agency...."
Capitol Annex or State Office
.2. "K.S.C. should immediate- Building, since the classes at
ly be enabled and encouraged senior-college level would not
to serve the recent high-school be large at first."
·
graduates of Frankfort, Frank5. "K.S.C. should continue as
lin County, and adjacent coun- one of the six senior State
ties, by providing two-year institutions of higher educacommunity - junior - college tion, governed by i(s own
.courses suitable to the demand, board of regents."
as it develops from year to
'Should Not Be Braneh'
year."
'Has Excellent Opportunity'
Comment - "The co 11 e g e
should not be made a branch
Comment- "Two thirds of of U. K., or of any other 'instithe high-school gradcates in tution. Evidence available ...
this area do not go on with indicates that U. K. does not
any schooling beyond, high wish to make this college a
school. Besides, there are bun- branch.... It can be governed
dreds of State employees in · far more efficiently by a board
and around . Frankfort w o of regents concerned wh
have no formal educatiooi
with its proper developmimt ill
yond high school. To
ice of state and comm

t, . ..."
6. "K.S.C. should not be
capitated to become a two-y

eommunity junior.college."
Comment-". . . the .best
possible solution appears to be
• the offering of junior-college
coul'Ses, as an additional field
of service, and not as a watering down of the main program
1• Future Under Scrutiny
..,..
of the college, both in day
courses and in evening and
The future of the 75-year-old
Saturday classes, some on-cam- - ~-: institution has been under scru- - - - - -- - - - - . : . . : . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -~
pus and some downtown, actiny for some time, in view
cording to the demand as it
of the fact that white public
develops."
institutions of Kentucky accept
qualified Negro students withCalled 'Full And Objective'
out question.
On the whole, the council
adopted
the report without disAmong other uses that had
,cussion. Asked for his reaction
b e en suggested for K.S.C.
to it, Dr. Rufus B. Atwood,
were:
president of K.S.C., declared:
"It is a full and objective study
1. That it be converted into
by gentlemen well qualified to
· a State center for the mentally
make it."
retarded.
·
Clifford E. Smith, Frankfort,
2. That it be dropped to
a member of the council, oba two-year junior college, adserved that, in his opinion,
ministered by the University
K.S.C. could render its best
of Kentucky.
community service in the area
The consultants termed both
of trade and vocational educaalternatives as unthinkable.
tion. Nor would financing be
They reasoned along this line:
a problem, he added, because
both the State and the nation
Integration has begun at
offer substantial aid.
The council agreed and, in
submitting the report to the
K.S.C. regents, suggested the I
latter give priority to the possibility of trade and vocational 1
courses in whatever community /
program is evolved.

Mrs. Strange Honored

Western Graduates ecord umber

"The teaching profession will
undergo d(-;:istic changes in the
next 10 years," Dr. Felix Robb
told the 344 members of the summer graduating class at Western
State College.

• •

•

Anyone in the teaching profes-

sion must be prepared to continue his education - on the job
and _on the college campus," the
pres1d~nt of Peabody College,
Nashv1Ue. admonished Western's
largest summer graduation class
in the college's history. An audience of 2,000 persons attending
the 86th commencement exercises at Western Stadium Friday
night.
"What is true of teaching is
becoming true of every other pro- ,·
fession," the speaker said, emphasizing those receiving degrees
had taken onl the f
step in I
qualifying themselves for their
profession.
The nationally known educator HONOR GRADUATE-Mrs. Rita Jaggers Strange, Cub Run, top
told the gra uates tha the great- honor graduate of Western State College summer class, receives
e t change on the college
the R. P, C. Thomas award from Jo T. Orendorf, right, memb r
in the
few years will
of the Ogden Board of Trustees, at college commencement ex.

I

ercises Friday night. With the pair is Kelly Thompson,

president.

Continued from page 1

grat ntingen of adu t r turning to coile e. H stated that the
' raduat s would find them elves
rettu·ning to college campuses for
shorter or longer periods of refresher courses, retraining institutes and continuing education
throughout their active careers.
Kelly Thompson, president of
Western, presided at the commencement exercises and awarded degrees. Nineteen of the 203
graduates who received bachelor
degrees received special recognition a · honor graduates for having achieved an academic standing of 2.4 or better out of, a possible 3.0 for the four year's work
at Western.
Mrs. Rita Jaggers Strange, Cub

Run, received the R. C, P. Thomas Award for having achieved
the highest academic standing in
the class for four year's work at
Western.
The award was made by Jo T.
Orendorf, Bowling Green attorney and member of the Ogden
Board of Trustees. Mrs. Strange
achieved a,nd academic standing
of 2.84. She is a home economics
major and plans to leach.
The Thomas Award is named
in honor of R. C. P. Thomas, a
former Regent of Ogden College
and a principal contributor to the
Ogden Foundation.
Dr. Raymond L. Cravens, dean
of the college, presented the class
for graduation. Dean of admission Dero G. Downing announced
U1e candidates as Thompson formal! conferred the degrees.
Of the 344 graduates, 141 were
awarded the Mastet· of Arls degree, 162 the Bachelor of Science
degree, 39 the Bachelor of Arts
degree, and two the Bachelor of
Music degree.
Including the 344 summer graduates, Western graduated "21 students thL year. This m s th
greatest number ever graduated
in one year in the history of the
college.

estem
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te Coll
ee Boot
Is Approved
By BILL NEIKIRK

FRANKFORT <APl
The
Council on Public Higher Education approved a $10 increase in
tuition fees for all state colleges
today, despite a protest from University of Kentucky President
Frank Dickey.

• ••

The lncreens celled for tuition
fees to be boosted to $75 a semester at Eastern, Murray, Morehead
and Western Kentucky State Colleges. The new fees at the University of Kentucky will be $81. 75.
The increases will be effective
Sept. 1, 1963.
Dickey had complained the increases "put in jeopardy one of
the basic concepts of public higher
education. He said the "low tuition principle has been one of the
u n i · u e features of higher
edu ·ation.
Thre stale college presidents,
Dr. ,\clron Doran of Morehead,
Roh ·t larlin of Eastern, and
· Thornp-on of Western. a\\ 1th Dickey's statement,
i ct the registration fee inms c cessary to carry on
v·rigrams for next year.
,
uncil took no action on
po al to approve special fees
rh of the colleges. It left
•h" discretion of the indi·
I
ards of trustees.

I

1

NEVER TOO OLD TO LEAR'i .. . That seems to b~ the topic of di cu sion as Editor Andre,
J. Norfleet (second from right) proudly displays his diploma signifying an M. A. degree to West- ,
ern Kentucky State College President Kelly Thompson. At the far left is Dr. Felix Robb, President
of George Peabody College, Nashville. Looking on approvingly is Dean Raymond L. Cravens. The
photo was snapped immediately following Commencement Exercises last Friday night in Western's Stadium where Dr. Robb addressed the 3

ou've Only Taken First Step,
344 Western Graduates Told
rJ- 4- -~ z,
Special to Th• Courler-Journel

Bowling Green, Ky., Aug. 3
-Dr. Felix Robb told the 344
members of the summer graduating class at Western Kentucky State College Friday
night that they had completed
only the first step in becoming
a teacher.
The commencement speaker
noted that 97 percent of the
graduates were qualified to
teach.
Dr. Robb, president of
George Peabody College,,.Nashville, addressed the largest
summer graduating class in
Western's history. Some 2,000
persons gathered in the Western stadium for the 86th commencement exercises in Western's 56-year history.
Changes Foreseen
"The teaching profession
will undergo drastic changes
in the next 10 years, and
anyone in the teaching profession must be prepared to continue his education-on the job
and on the college campus.
What is true of teaching is
becoming true of every other
profession," Dr. Robb said.
The nationally known educator told the graduates that
the greatest change on the college scene in the next few
years will be the great contingent of adults returning to
college.
He said the graduates would

find therrf selves returning to
college campuses for shorter
or longer periods of refresher
courses, retraining institutes,
and continuing educ at ion
throughout their active careers.
Dr. Kelly Thompson, Western president, presided at the
exercises and awarded degrees
to the graduates. Nineteen of
the 203 graduates who received
bachelor d e gr e es received
special recognition as honor
graduates for having achieved
an academic standing of 2.4
or better of a possible 3.0
for the four years' work at
Western.
Thomas Award Given
Mrs. Rita Jaggers Strange,
Cub Run, received the R.C.P.
Thomas Award for having
achieved the highest academic
standing in the class.
The award was made by J.
T. Orendorf, Bowling Green
attorney and member of the
Ogden College Board of Trustees. Mrs. Strange achieved an
academic stan1ing of 2.84 of
a possible 3.0 for her four
years' work. She is a homeeconomics major and plans to
teach.
The Thomas award is named
iu honor of R.C.P. Thomas,
a former regent of Ogden
Collegt: and the principal
contributor to the Ogden Foundation. Ogden is now a part
of Western.

The other honor graduates
were Vera Miller Justice, Marilyn Ashby Manin, and Barbara
Magan Price, all of Bowling
Green: Joanne Lawson and
Nadine Lawson, Summer
Shade; Virginia Fisher Carnahan, Lebanon; Eive Janelle
Conkin, Tompkinsville; James
Marion Cook, Franklin; Bettie
J. Peebles Dennison, Vine
Grove; Cereta Bee Hankins, Paducah; Zona Hamilton Hogan,
Fairbanks, Alaska; Helen Patterson Hubbard, Hodgenville;
Joan Collins Jackson. Mc.
Bean, Ga.; Geraldine D. ::-lapier, Adolphus; Mrs. Gwen
Owen, Hardinsburg; E 1 a i n e
Davis Poe, Dawson Springs;
Bobbie Gail King Pullen,
Leitchfield, and Shirley
Ruckel, Eubank.
Dr. Raymond L. Cravens,
dean of Western, presented
the class for graduation. Dean
of Admissions Dero G. Downing announced the candidates
as President Thompson formally conferred the degrees~
Of the 344 graduates, lU
were awarded the master-of.
arts degree, 162 the bachelorof-science degree, 39 the bachelor-of-arts degree, and two the
bachelor-of-music degree.
Including the 344 summer
graduates, Western graduated
a record 721 students thh: --~ar.
A total of 377 students w
awarded degrees at s
graduation.

· • to non-re
ool fees.
t studen
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.50 at state colleges
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.e university. For nondents, fees will be $75
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o ehead,

13.75 at Murray, 28.25 at the
university, and 12 at Western.

The proposed increases, Dickey
said could lead higher education
in Kentucky to a point where
"the legislature will have ample
reason to say, 'don't bother giving the colleges and university_ a
fair budget, they can always inincrease the tuition again.' "
Dickey noted that the proposed
increases are necessary and said
·he did not issue his warning in
an effort to block them.
"That we (higher education)
need more money is becoming
more and more evident every
," Dickey said. However, he
he would vote againat; the
increa e.

•••

The only two sources
fer higher education, Di
are tuition fees and legislativ
appropriatinos. He noted that the
General Assembly is besieged for
funds from a number of agencies,
and added:
"But I would call as forcibly to
your attention as I can possibly
do so the fact that this tendency
I (raising tuitions) puts in jeopardy
one of the basic concepts of public
higher education - namely, the
low - tuition principle."
Dickey said the tuition increase
proposal was made "by a budg~t
official in the Department of Finance last fall when the budgets
of the institutions were being
pared and shaved."
He said the low-tution principle
has been "a signal success, both
quantatively and qualitatively" in
increasing the nation's supply of
scholars and specialists.
· "It is envied and copied all over
the world," Dickey added.
"But we still have in our collegs only half of those young people of college age who are capable
of college work," he said.

----------------------------------------------------1

•

••

If the others ere to be given

the chance to attend college,
Dickey said, "the only proven device on the horizon that has proven successful in promoting higher
education on a wide base is the
low-tuition device."
Dickey said he would vole
against the increased tuition "and
in so doing I hope that we shall
no longer pas the burdens of
supporting education to the students but that we shall ask society 'to pay for that which benefits all so directly and effectively.''

'l'H8 PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, Bowllnt Grewn, Ky.
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11-Story Dorm

May Award
Contract
Today
.,t,4.k~
JAMES GOODMAN

Contract for Western Kentucky
State College's 11-story men's dor•
mitory was expected to be awarded late today to the Ro~ert C.
Crouch Company, MemphIS, apparent low bidder with a total
construction bid of $1,197,700.
• * •
The bid was $33,000 under ~he
next lowest of the 10 other bids
and more than $50,000 under
the architect's estimate.
The college •was represented at
the bid opening at Frankfort yesterday afternoon by business ~anager Billy Smith and phys1_cal
plant administrator L. T. Smith.
Western's president, Kelly Thompson unable to attend because of
bei~g hospitalized for a physical
check-up, said he was w~ll pleased that the bids came w1thm the
budget limits. He said he hoped
that the contract could be completed today as
specifications
call for work to start in 10 days
• after the awarding of the contract.
.
Th" Western representatives
and state Finance Department
officials were working today at
Frankfort toward that end.
Second lowest bid sub1,1itted by
the Struck Construction Company, Louisville, was $1,230,966.
Clark Construction Co., Owens, boro, which is constructing t h e
academic-athletic arena ~" the f
college Ca{llPUS, submitted the
• third lowest bid of $1,257,000.
The 11 bids ranged from t h e
apparent low of $1,197,700 to a
• high of $1,327,105.
.
The Crouch Company 1s presently constructing the $1,40~,oo
' addition to City-County Hospital.
' One of Western representatives ,
said today they hope to secure a
work order for the first of the
1 week. Contract calls for completion of the building in 365 days.
School officials hope to have the
building ready for the opening of
school next year.

MRS. RALPH HOLMAN

Wes ern Names Four Staff Meinbers
j

Four more staff members have B.A. degree l;>Y th~ Bo~ling Green dau~hter and_ four _g:andchildr~n,
. d t W t
State Business Umvers1ty m 1949 and Miss Head 1s a native of Lewis•
been appomte a . es ern
the M.A. degree by Western in burg. She was awarded the B.S.
College, a c c o r d 1 n g to Kelly 1956. She returns to the Training degree with a major in commer•
Thompson, president of the col· School a a commercial teacher, cial education by Western in
g
·
after having served in that posi• June of this year. She was an
1e e.
* * *
tion from 1949 until 1956.
honor graduate.
..
total Mrs. Holman and her husband Miss Head served as a partToday's add,:'ons ~a~:ft mem· reside at 266 Bellevue Drive. They time secretary in the business
of 55 new f~ cu. t:t ~ ~ern at the have one son, Joe, 4.
and government department this
bers who w111 Jom es
* * *
year Prior to coming to Western
·
f
the
fall
semester
on
.
opemng O
Mrs. Davis comes to Western she ·had served as a secretary
Sept. 10.
. from Cave City. A native of Bar- in the Department of Health, EdMrs. James M. Goodma~ will ren County, she will serve as the ucation, and Welfare in Washing.
join the department of biology director of McLean Hall. She is ton, D.C. in 1955-56, and in the
faculty, and Mrs. Ra)P? M. Hol- a graduate of Cave City high Welfare and Retirement Fund of
man will join the Trammg School school and attended Centre Col- the United Mine Workers in, Wash·
,faculty.
lege. She is a widow and has one ington from 1956 until 1Qli8:

* • •

Mrs. Virginia W. Davis will be·
e:ome director of McLean Hall,
dormitory for women. Miss Caro·
IVP Head will join the staff of the
department of business and government as a secretary and parttime instructor.
Mrs. Goodman was awarded the
A.B. degree by Randolph-Macon
Women's
College, Lynchburg,
Va. in 1952 and the M.S. degree
bv ' Northwestern University in
1953. She studied two summers
at the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hall, Mass. •
She taught part-time in the department of biology last year and
tau"ht fulltime during the 1961
print: semester. She is the wife
of James M. Goodman, member
of the department of geography
and geology , who is on a year's
· leave of absence to complete work I
for the Ph.D.· degree.
The Goodmans reside at 503 ~ut- I
wood Ave. They have two chil- ,
dren. Karen Ann, 7, and J ames, '
5.

Mrs. Holman was awarded the

The building will have 10 floors
of bedrooms for 410 men stu' dents with a spacious foyer plan•
ned for the building's entrance.
It will contain apartments f o r
the director and an assistant.
The 11th floor will house the elevator shaft, air conditioning units
' and other utility equipment.
Architects for the project are
Frank Cain, city, and Ben Johnson, Owensboro.
The building will be constructed on the site of what is now
Western's athletic practice field.
It will be t centra tructure o
what j pfunned a~ an
tual dormi ry quaclr-ang e.
'Total cost including equipping,

(;·

,N >iit1iI\,,~,~w,;iit~

~:~A:~~-:

·.

Staff Photo by Tom Duncan

RISING

Concrete pillars, still only about one third their eventual height,
indicate the size of Western K entucky State C ollege's $2,425,000 academic-athletic
building. To be opened in 1963, it will have 30 classrooms and a gym seating
up to 13,000.

landscaping and fees has be n [
estin1ated at $1,317,000.
The dormitory project will be
financed through sale of bonds
to the Federal Rousing and Pome
Finance Agency.
Funds to equip the building
with additional furniture, if needed, will be paid from the state's
capital construction fund.
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Bids To Be Opened
On l 0-Story Dorm
At Western
Two representative of Western
Slate College will go to Frankfort
tomorrow for the opening of bids
on an IO-story dormitory to be constructed on the college campus.
L. T Smith, physical plant administrato1· for the college, and
Billy Smith, college business manager, will be accompanied to
Frankfort by F'rank Cain and Ben
J'ohnson, architects for the proposed project.
The bids are scheduled to be
opened at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the
Division of Purchases Office at
the Capitol Annex in Frankfort.
On Friday, the group will meet
wi th the two low bidder to discuss plans for the building, to be
the tallest building in Southern
Kentucky
Construction on the new buildmg is scheduled to begin aroun
Aug. 31, according to the We~ ern
public relations departmen

'SKYSCRAPER' DORM AT WESTERN

Contract May
Be Let On New
Dormitori Tuesday
x--2~

Contract for Western Kentucky

State College's 11-story men's dormitory was awarded yesterday in ·Frankfort to
the Robert C. Crouch Company, Memphis, on a bid of $1,197,700.
start in 10 days.

Work is to

The dormitory will contain bedroom space for 410 men, apart-

ments for director and assistant director, central elevator service, and will be air-

-~Z-

Comract for construction of
Western State College's 11-story
men's dormitory is expected to
he let Tuesday at Frru;ikfort to
the Robert C. Crouch Co., 1emphis, apparant low bidder on the
1
project.
TI1e Crouch Company's bid of
$1.197,700 was the lowest 0£ 11
submitted.
Present for the contract letting
will be representative of the Construction ~ornpany, · David Pritchett, chief of the state's Division
of Engineering and L. T. Smith,
physical plant director at West. ern.
The Crouch company is presently constructing the $1,400,000 addition to City-County Hospit&l.

1

conditioned. It will be the tallest building in Southern Kentucky, built o{ concrete
and finished in colonial brick.

..

U. of ~ - ~· __
V
- 7
Dr. K e 11 y Thompson will
make his annual address to
the Muhlenberg County Chapter of the Western Kentucky
State College Alunmi Association on Friday, Oct. 19.

/""

Three

r,.:.. ~ters

.

Which r eminds me that at a
r ecent press meeting in Bowling Green he told me that he
was recruiting doctors of philosophy as hard as Coach Ed
Diddle recruits 7-foot basketball players.

Three Central City residents
sat next to each other and received their masters' degrees
in one-two-three order last
week at Western Kentucky StaWe believe this because of
te College.
the
1 a s t 40 instructors he's
In order of getting their degrees were Paul Wayne Batsel, hired 30 had have Ph.D's or are
Thomas Bibb and Mrs. Geral- on the verge of getting them.
' dine Sparks Black. Sitting not
Don't be too surprised if
far away was Perry F. Hill of Western doesn't become the
<;;entral _gitX!._ who also got his .,..JLn.l.yersity of Western Kentuc-

r

WESTER N'S SKYSC~PER DORMITORY will b the .tallest
b 'Id'
in this section of the state, is pictured from drawing by
e~~hi~:~ts Frank Cain, city end R. Ben Johnson, Owensboro, who
d . ned the building to house
men students. ~ontract for $1,·

400

,;;,100 11,story

building is scheduled to be_ le~t•~ ~~!rno~n :;
0

c~:,f

0

:;.:::~~~o~ntoth: ~;!t;;n
·;.
~:P~tid,
a quadrangle pl!lnned for future construction.
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u~ •~=~te~ of

/
~
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Te~p6. l~fc~eases

RANDALL CAPPS

ROBERT E. GI VEN JR.

SGT. JAMES E. FOX

Three More A dditions To College
Faculty And Staff_ Are A nnounced
Three additions to the Western
State College · faculty and administrative staff were announced by Kelly Thompson, president of the college, today.
• • •

has been a .member of the sports graduate work toward the doctor•
staff for the past five years.
ate degree at the University of
A native of Ripley Tenn Giv- lhe Pacific.
en was awarded the B. S. de• • • .
gree by Union University, Jack- Capps taug~t English and dison, Tenn., in 1957. While at Un- r:cted forensics at Ba:dstown
New members are Robert E. ion he worked part-time ip the h1gh ~chio~~aught ~gl: ~~~
(Ed) Given, Jr., assistant in the sports dep_8:tment of the Jackson
a and ~~~~d a':1 a core
. public relations office; Randall ~un an_d Jomed the Banner staff t h • . th O
b
•t
Capps, department of english and immediately after graduation.
~ac er m
e wens oro c1 y
guidance counselor in the West- Given and hi wife, Shelia, schools.
. .
ern Training School· and Sgt have three sons· Terry 5 Scott
Capps and his wife, Joan,. have
·
•
·
• '
' '
• a 3-month old paughter Jill
~ames ~- Fox, department of mil- 2, and ~oms Kyle, one month, Sgt. Fox joins the depar~ent
They reside at Apartment 2, Reg,. f il'ta
.
. t t
1tary. scrence·
ents Hall
o m I ry science as an ms rue This makes a total of 66 new
· .
. or. He comes to Western from
facul~y members and 6 ad~ini- C_apps , will ~evot~ half of his a four-year tour of duty with the
strative staff members appomted duties to tea~hmg m the depart- 32nd Armored Division, Batzback,
at Western for the 1962-63 school ment of ~ngl!sh and the remam- Germany. Prior to his tour of duty
year. A total of 12 new members der as guidance counselor at the overseas Sgt Fox was assigned
ha"'.e joined the. college's secre- Training School.
to the A~or ·school, at Ft. Knox.
tarial staff, making a total of 84 He was awarded the M. A. de- Sgt. Fox and his wife, Shirley
aew members of the staff.
gree by Western in 1961 and the Mae, have two children, Kimalee,
Given comes to Western from B. A. degree by Kentucky Wes- 3, and James E. Jr., 1. They re- 1
the Nashville Banner, where he leyan College in 1957. He has done side at 1954 McE!wain Court. . I

:~~:1

..,_

The increased activity in Bowling Green
yesterday was obvious to even the most casual observers, and to most residents of the
city the reason was obvious.
Bowling Green's two colleges were opening again for the fall semester and the event
was apparent on the city's. streets. A more
' rapid tempo was in evidence everywhere.
The re-opening of Western State College ·
and the Bowling Green Colle~ of Commerce
is always a welcome happenirig in Bowling
Green, since the students and faculties at
these two institutions play an important role
in the city's economic and social life.
We bid the new and returning students
welcome and trust that their next several
months in Bowling Green will prove a pleasant and profitable experience.

. • I
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T ompson
Would End

S~etulati;n

Thof!lpson

Kelly Thompson, president of
Western State College, today removed himself from any consideration for the~ presidency of
University of Kentucky.

Continued from page 1

ly asked to consider a Position
which carried with it financial .-emuneration and national prestige
to a much greater extent than
my present postion. My answer
declining to even consider the
position was final and without
hesitation.
"Inasmuch as my services at
Western can rightfully be classified as unique in Kentucky, I
hope that my words will not be
misread in connection with speculation which might arise regarding any other individual. T h e
descriptive word "unique" is used
because of the fact that I am
now in my 3'4th year as an employe of Wester
entucky State
College, having bet., employed by
Western's Founder,
H. H.
Cherry, in June, 1929. Dun, .hat
long span of time, I have been
away from this campus only during a leave of absence of one semester in 1937 and during . World
War 'II when I served in the United States Navy.
"I consider my pasition at
Western a matter of dedication
and obligation - dedication because of the fact that my work
here has been my entire life and
· will continue to be obligation because of my fervent desire to
repay in some small measure the
indescribable contribution which
Western has made to my personal life.
"It is my desire to do the very
best job that I can as President I
of Western Kentucky State College. I would under no circum- I
stances leave this endeavor for
any other position in the United
States, regardless of what it
might be."

"' ... *

Thompson in a letter to S. C.
Van Curon, editor of the Frank·
fort State Journal, stated, "It is
my desire to. do the very best
job that I can as president of
Western Kentucky State College.
I would, under no circumstances,
}l .:ve this endeavor for any other
position in the United States, regardless of what it might be."
Thompson's 1 et t er was telegraphed to Van Curon relative
to a statement yesterday in Van
Curon's column 'I Say What I
Think' which appeared in the
Park City Daily News. In the
column Van Curon stated that
Thompson's name had been mentioned in speculation in connection with the University of Kentucky.
.
Complete text of Thompson's
letter to Van Curon follows :
"Your collmn, I say what I
Think," appearing in yesterday's
issue of the Park City Daily
News stated that, in speculation,
my name had been mentioned incidentally in connection with the
University of Kentuch-y. I realize .
that this type of speculation is
one of America's great pastimes.
In fact, I enjoy indulging in it
myself.
"In order that there be no further speculation regarding me (if
anyone were to be so in ·
I am making the followin
ment so that my name be
moved once and foreve ~
such speculation, not only in connection with the University of
Kentucky but relative to any
tion, anywhere, regardle
the circumstances.

•••

"At the risk; of beingJrn
I mention the following:
the past two years I was official~

Thompson became president of
. Western in 1955. Since that time
the growth and development of
the college has piaced Western
among the national leaders.
The enrollment has more than.
trebled since 1955. The physical
plant has undergone a spectacular enlargement as eight major
buildings have been completed
and occupied. Two buildings are
• now under construction and will
be ready for occupancy in Sept.
1963. These are the $3,000,000 Academic-Athletic Building and a
10-story dormitory for men. An
eight-grade elementary school in
cooperation with the Bowling
Green School System will be
ready for occupancy on the campus next year.
The expansion of the teaching
staff has kept pace with the rapidly ridng enrollment w h i 1 e
the curricular offerings have
been broadened and expanded to
1 meet the needs of student;· body.

w:en:

W estern Usi g
onveried
Apartment ,
Known as Seminar Center, the
four-apartment building at 15th
and College slreets which West• I
ern State College has under lease, '
houses on its two floors classrooms for the English and Education departments and offices
fo r a number of faculty members.
'!'he building was purchased last
summer along wilh two adjacent
pieces of property by the College
Heights Foundation from L. B.
Powell. The other two, also apartmen';s houses, continue to be
-renlecd as dwellings.
The center was designed so
that it was easily converted into
classrooms and office space.
On the first floor are offices of
Dr. Tate C. Page, head of the
education department, and six
other of the department's faculty, plus a classroom seating
approximately 35.
Seven members of the English
Department faculty share five of•
fices on the second floor w h i c h
also has a classroom seating 25
persons and a seminar room
which will accommodate 15 stu- ·
dents.
•
"We were sorely in need of a
place to reassemble our people
ha ving been scattered from the
basement of Cherry Hall to the
thirc\ floor of the library," said
Dr. Willson Wood, head of the
English Department.
Commenting on the new ar•
rangement, Dean Raymond Cravens said, "We are utilizing space
by planning the rooms to accommodate the current number of students instead of having
a room designed for 40 with only
15 or. 20 in the clas ."

...,

Western Offers
35 Courses In
Evening Classes
Western State College will ofJer
35 courses in evening classes during the fall semester.
Registration will be conducted
from 4 to 8 p. m. Sept. 12-14 at
Cherry Hall and from 8 a. m . to
noon Sept. 15 at the college physical education building.
Fees will be $6 per semester
hour. Courses will be conducted
in art, business, economics, education, English, French, geopraphy, government, history, library
science, music, psychology and
sociology.
Graduate studies also will be
available in evening classes.
Western will offer a total of 80
courses in evening and Saturday
classes! representing 22 departments.
T

.

I

~ ew Seminar Center

10/24/62

T · ree Buil
gs P re ased By
Co e e eights
ation
By Bonnie Lyle
· western's road to progress is
being lengthened each day with
the building of new dormitories,
a new· colliseum and the rebuilding und repairing of buildings already established. The, latest additi• .1 to We$tern's progress report came in the acquisitioo of
three buildings purchased by the
College Heights Foundation from
Lee '.>well at an undisclosed
amount.
One of the buildings has been
converted into what is now the
Seminar Center, which houses on
its two floors, various members
and classrooms of the education
and English departments, respectivel y.
The other two buildings, apartment houses, are still being rented to the former tenants. The
Seminar Center is being rented by
the college from the College
Heights Foundation, pending fu•
ture purchase.
The Ce.nter was formerly four
family apartments, designed in
such a way that it was easily
converted into classrooms and
office space.
First Floor
The first floor is dominated by
seven education faculty members;
a clas room which seats approximcately 35 people, with the remainder devoted to offices, all under the direction of Dr. Tate C.
Page, head of the Education Department.
The second floor houses aµproximately seven members uf the
English department, a classroom
seating some 25 persons and a
semi11ar rooM which will accommodate about 15 students.
The seven English instructors
are assembled in five offices, two
of them doubles. According to Dr.
Willson Wood, head of the English department, "We were sorely in need of a place to reassemble some of our people, having en formerly scattered from

LATEST ADDITION .•• to Westem 's ever Increasing academic facili• ·
ties is the Seminar Center pictured above at 15th and College Streets
across from Cherry Hall. The Sem inar Center was purchased from a
local citizen by the College Heights Foundation and is being rented by
the. college pending future purchase and houses various members of
the English and education departments.

the basement of Cherry Hall to
the third floor of the library".
In conjunction with the matter,
Dean Raymond Cravens saiq, "We
feel that we are utilizktg / space

by planninj the rooms to ac mmoda te, the correct number instead of having a room designed
for 40 students with only 15 or
20 in the class."

Up By 341
9- 2 y'-(:, 7...,1

WSC Registers
Record 5,138
. W~ster~ State College enrollment topped the 5,000 mark for the
first l!Ille m fall semester registration completed this week.

•

*

•

Regularly enro!led students for college classes number 5 138
Rhea Lazarus, reg1stra1·, announced today.
,
' '
~he enrollment marks the largest in the history of the college
a gam of 341 over last year's record enrollment of 4,792.
'
Jame A. Carpenter, Western Training School director reported
an enrollment of 438 at the Training School.
'
. Weste~·n_ Area Vocational School students number 251, accordmg to Phillip Hampton, director.
The new six- tory dormitory for women opened at the beginning
of the new semeste1: Sept. 10 is providing housing for 404 women.
. A 10-sto:Y dormitory, construction of which was started early
this month, is expected to be ready for occupancy for the beginning
of the fall semes_ter next year. It will provide housing for 404 men
'.('he skyscraper 1s the 10th major building constructed at Wester~
m the past seven years.
·

•

•

•

~ollege officials announced Western will close for Thanksgivin
holi~ays on ~ednesd_ay, N?v. 21 and re-open Monday,
ov. 2
Christmas holidays will begm Wednesday Dec 19 CJ
·11 ·
sume t
m dn d
•
· • a ses w1 red
/ noon ne es ay, Jan. 2. The first semester will close Saturay, an. 26, and the second semester will open at noon on Tuesday

Jan.a

·

l
'

•
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SENATOR THRUSTON MORTON ADDRESSES STUDENT BODY-Speaking to a full house of students and
faculty members at Van Meter Auditorium earlier this month, Senator Morton told his audience that he was
·not in favor of the policies nor program of the present administration in Washington. Shown here with
Morton are, from le~, Virgil Hall, president of the Young Republ ican club; Rhea Lazarus, registrar, and
Pr ident Kelly Thompson.
·
·

n:

WeStern Alumni StCld
Fund for Muhlenl:ierg
Mrs. Mary Armstrong of Bremen was elected president of
the Muhlenberg County Chapter of the Western Kentucky
State College Alumni Association at their annual din n er
meeting Friday, Oct. 19, in Central City.
Barrett Green of Central
City was named vice-president
and Mrs. Kathleen Strader of
Hughes-Kirk was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Incum bent Association President Alexander Cather and
Mrs. Bernadine Steele announced the formation of a special
committee to solicit and handle
funds for a special Muhlenberg
County scholarship program at
Western. Mrs. Steele was named chairman of the committee
and Mrs. Verna Nell James of
Greenville was elected secretary-treasurer .
The 86 members present contributed $115 that night toward
the fund.
President Kelly Thompson
was the principal speaker at
the alumni meeting held in the
basement of the Central City

Methodist Church.
grams, cluttering up the camHe told the group that Muhl- pus with new buildings and
enberg County had 192 students various other acts. As 2 climax
now attending Western College. to the trial, President ThompThis was the fourth l a r g e s t son was permitted to make a
number from anw Kentucky plea in his behalf as the princounty, he said. In addition cipal speaker of the. evening.
Muhlenberg County supplied
the sixth largest number of
freshmen students of any county this school year. Fifty-one
freshmen students from Muhlenberg are presently enrolled
at Western.
The alumni association also
voted to hold a social event each
summer for all prospective Western students in Muhlenberg
County. Representatives of the
college would also attend and
tell the prospective college students about Western.
Members of the association
participated in a special skit
depicting a kangaroo court in
which President Thompson was
the defendant. Various fictious
characters testified to ways in
which President Thompson had
disturbed the peace by taking
away students' automobiles, requiring strenuous study pro-
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"a1LLTOP1cs '. 1
by DOUGLAS L. VERDIER
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Hilltopic

Ceiling damage due to seepage in Van Meter Auditorium has been corrected by the Maintenance Depart,.
ment. The r epairs and painting done in the auditori
definately improve and brighten the area around the
stage.
Hilltopic

Don't forget to vote in the primary class electio
tomorrow in the Student Center. The polls
open from 7:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m.
Hilltopic

Be The Master
Last Wednesday, in the Western gymnasium, there
was held one of the most successful and enthusiastic
pep rallys ever witnessed here on the Hill. The spirit
,md excitement of a school out to win was present
Jll each and avery person in the gym. And before the
Tally had ended, everyone in the building was ready
to put on a football uniform and take the field.
This is the kind of spirit it takes to have a winnmg team. Those guys out on the gridiron like to
know that they have the supPort of all the students
they are representing on the football field. If they
know you want them to win, they'll try as hard as
they can to get that victory. They need some encouragement before the game as well as when the
going gets rough.
This same kind of spirit is needed in the classrooms,
too. Not the cheering, but the quiet, determined spirit
to excel and reach one's goals. In this day and age
it takes a lot of pep and enthusiasm to stick with
it when the going gets rough, but if the same kind
of spirit that was displayed in the gym last Wednesday
is also applied to academic work, there is no reason
why everyone cannot be a winner.
The motto of Western Kentucky State College i
"The Spirit Makes the Master." Students, the spirit
here, in you. Make it work for you in whatever
you do, whether it's a pep rally or a research pa
sta) in tlier and fight. Be a winner. Be
Master. •

...

Congratulations to Western's new ch rleader squad.
Hilltopic

Don't forget band day and the YMCA Cheerleader
Clinic which will be held Saturday afternoon Oct. 6,
in conjunction with the Western-Austin Peay game.
Hilltopic

Western is indeed fortunate in having a man as
dedicated as Dr. Kelly Thompson for its President.
Last week, the Herald published the contents of a
letter written by Dr. Thompson to S. C. Van Curon.
editor of the Frankfort State Journal, which 'lated
that he wouid, under no circumstances, leave his Position as president of Western Kentucky State College
for any other Position in the United States, regardless
of what it might be. Western should be extremely
proud of a man who will make this kind of statement.
Dr. Thompson came to Western in June, 1929. He
was at that time employed by the founder of the
college, Dr. H. H. Cherry. Upon the death of Dr. Paul
L. Garrett in 1955, Dr. ThomPosn was elected by the
Board of Regents as president of the college
Since that time, President Thompson has spearheaded a drive which has been directed at improving
and expanding every available resource in order that
this college bcome one of the finest educational institutions in the nation. In the seven short years which
Dr. Thompson has been president of the college, the
enrollment has tripled ; the curricula have been broad•
ened, and the physical p!ant has been increa ed to
meet the needs of the tremendous increase of students.
Since 1955, eight major buildings have been added
to the physical plant of the college and constructiOJll
is pre ently underway on two more.
With an eye still on the future, plans are being pre,.
pared for even further expansion of the college campus and physical facilities.
Most recently, the addition of 84 persons to the
personel of the college marks one of the largest staff
increases in the history of the institution.
The guiding light in all this expansion, planning and
developing has been President Kelly Thompson. Dr.
Thompson realizes the need for adequate -educational
cilities in this age of science and discovery, n<J. is
doing ,everything in his power to provide thes
· O
th tudents of Western.

"Grand Old
Grad 11 · Award To
Be Presented
tJ-/4-lo

-:2.-.

The firs( "grand Old Grad''
award will be presented by Western ~tate College to a 98-yearold Texan during the college's
annual'\ homecoming chapel at 10
a. m. Oct. 27.
Kelly Thompson, president of
Western, will receive the award
in behalf of Dr. Harry Edgar
Thompson, a native of Kentucky
who now resides in Longview,
; Tex. Lee Robertson, director of
alumni affairs, will make th e
presentation for the college and
the Western Alumni Association,
who are jointly sponsoring the
project.
Dr. Thompson, no relation to
the college president, is an 1888
graduate of the old Southern Normal School, predecessor of Western Teachers College which laf ter became Western State College. Following his graduation
from Southern Normal School,
Thompson departed for Stillwater, Okla., where he received his
M. A. degree from Oklahoma
State University and his Ph. D.
in education from Carver College,
Oklahoma City. He became a professor at Oklahoma State University in 1893.
He was named president of First
National Bank, Ralston, Okla., in
1899, but he never gave up his
active career as a teacher. Following World War I, in which
· Thompson served as an assistant
· batallion commander, he returned to his first love - education.
He finally retired in 1954.
He is the last of a family of 14
and is the lone living member of
the first faculty of Oklahoma
State University. He now resides
with a niece in Longview.
Through the years, Thompson
has contributed a number of historical papers, legal documents
and articles to the Kentucky Library here, but his visits to Ken1 tucky have been irregular.
Robertson yesterday said th e
"Grand Old Grad" award is not
• to be an annual one and will be
presented only at the dis~retion
of the · Alumni Association and
the coll~e~e·- ~ -- ~

I
Pres. Th.ompson
i I Attend
Hforf]i!~preakfast

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1962

The College Heights Herald welcomes former editors, business
managers, and others concerned
with the Herald to Western's 33rd
Homecoming with its annual
breakfast on Saturday, October
27, at 8:00 A. M. in the cafeteria
of the Paul Garrett Student Center. Miss Frances Richards, a
member of the English department and instructor of the intermediate and advanced journalism
classes will preside over the
breakfast.
Among the distinguished guests
will be President Kelly Thompson.
All Western journalism students
are invited to attend this annual
affair, which is noted for being
an opportunity for renewing old
acquaintances and making new
ones.

Western
Western
/1,-:2.,f-C. z...
Homecoming
Is Success

Continued from page 1

Decked out in all her autumnai...
glory by mid-week frosts t1.&
Western State College c~mpu ._
was roamed again by thousand
of old grads yesterday as Home
coming was observed on the Hill
top.

•••

Eastern State failed to play th,,_ ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
perfect foil in the football gam.which attracted a record 7 50
fans. Western led for three q~ar
ters but finally Jost by the oduads e1a1dwo:, aqL,
s~re ~f 6-5. <Details and an ac
hon picture are on the spor ,
pages).
But otherwise a
benevolen
"Old Sol", which shone so bright
ly that the temperature spiralec
up to 65 degrees in early after
noon, and unbounded enthusiasn
wrought one of the grandest cele
brations in the school's long hi&
tory.
i
Breakfast began at the breaP
of day and continued until noon
when luncheons took over at
m a n y departments welcome<:
, back their past stars. After th+
1football game ended, receptions
dinners, friendly get-togethers anrsome dancing were on the menu
Reigning o~er au the pageant
·uoil'R'JllSITTdOS JO
ry was stunning brunette Wanda
•
•
• '1.
Steenbergen of Glasgow, who wa~Ol-A'Rp 1? S0V'Rl:U • • • Jl'l?r• GOV. WILSON WYATT GIVES ASSEMBLY ADDRESS-while campaigning in Western Kentucky last
crowned Homecoming q ~ ir
'L _
Mr. Wyatt discussed his platform and stated that he was in close agreement with the policies and
T - . ............ m of President John F. Kennedy, He spoke to a capacity audience in Van Meter Auditorium. Shown
Continued on page 3, column 3
_....
· h the Lt. Govemor are, fr om Ie ft , Dero Downing, d ean of a d missions;
·
en waft
wit
R h ea Lazarus, registrar;
·
Young Democrat Club, and President Kelly Thompson.
T

_ __ _

rek.

Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt
·s pends Day On Campus
~ilson W. Wyatt, Lt. Governor
Kentucky and senatorial candidate in the November election,
was the guest speaker in chapel
last Wednesday. Mr. Wyatt arriv~d at 9:30 a .m. and was met by
Bob Denhardt and Judy Doyle,
P resident and Vice - President
of Young Democrats. He then
d a meeting with President Ke!
]y 11.'hompson until time for the
cha I program. ·
During chapel, Pres. Thump. on
recognized several of the distinguished gues ts in the aud ience :
Dee Huddleston, Slate Youth Cam
paign Chairman, Ralph Lewis,
traveling assistant in the campaign. Worth Bingham . Washington correspondent for the Courier-Journal, and Maxey Harlen,
an on-stage guest, who is a member of the Board of Regents and
a personal friend of Mr. Wyatt's .
After Mr. Wyatt's address, he
m et studenL~ at the Goal Post.
then ate lunch a t the school cafeteria. He spent most of his time
until 1.: 30 p.m . talking to the stu-

or

CQlf TDOWN READ 6-S-This Baptist Student
Union iloat, which depicted Western about to
...,.,..-,=·- orbit, WH judged winner of the,- de

cont!st division of Western's Homecoming cele•
~ration yesterday. It was rival Eastern which
finished on tat, thou9"6 by a 6-i tc0re.

dents. Then he left for downtown
Bowling Green and, at 3:00 p.m
he appeared on WLTV with Mayor
Robert Graham, Mrs. Jones Mercer , and Raymond McClard. This
was a thirty minute discu~ion
on various campaign issues. That
evening, Lt. Gov. Wyatt flew to
Louisville to make an address
The citizens oJ Bowling Green
• a11d the students at Western had
a first-hand opportunity to talk
to the Lt. Gov. and to hea r from
him how he stands on the basic
is ues tu the ca mpaign for the
enat .

Pres. Th.ompson
i I Attend

~;91!,~J3reakfast
The College Heights Herald welcomes former editors, business
managers, and others concerned
with the Herald to Western's 33rd
Homecoming with its annual
breakfast on Saturday, October
27, at 8:00 A. M. in the cafeteria
of the Paul Garrett Student Center. Miss Frances Richards, a
member of the English department and instructor of the intermediate and advanced journalism
classes will preside over the
breakfast.
Among the distinguished guests
will be President Kelly Thompson.
All Western journalism students
are invited to attend this annual
affair, which is noted for being
an opportunity for renewing old
acquaintances and making new
ones.

...J

Western
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Homecoming
Is Success

Contln.ued from page 1
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the stadium just before the game
began.
The Baptist Student Union and
White Stone Hall in particular
had something to celebrate in the
undergraduate quarters.
Decked out in all her autumna The BSU float, which depicted
glory by mid-week frosts, thi a W~stern in orbi~, was the HomeWestern State College campu commg ~arade wmner. Delta Kap- L.-'----------------------=====
was roamed again by thousand, pa wa_s Judged se~ond and Delta
of old grads yesterday as Home Tau Sigma was third.
coming was observed on the Hill White Stone Hall won the dormtop.
itory decoration centest, with Pot• • •
ter Hall secood and the Home
Eastern State failed to play th, Economics department and North
perfect foil in the football gam1 Hall tying for third.
which attracted a record 7,50( , Westcrn's Board of Regents infans. West~rn led for three quar eluding Max B. Harlin of 'this
ters but fmally lost by the od< city and Douglas Keen of Scottss~ore ?f 6-5. <Details and an ac ville, and State Supt. of Public
hon picture are on the sport: Instruction Wendell Butler joined
pages).
.
Kelly Thompson, Western's presi" But o~erwi_se a
benevolen1 dent, at many of U1e functions.
Old Sol , which shone so bright• • •
ly that the tempei:ature spirale< Two of the most surprised J)er•
up to 65 degrees m early after sons at Homecoming were Miss
noon, and unbounded enthusiasn Frances Richards, long-time guidwro~ght ?ne of the grandest cele ing force behind the c o 11 e g e
frahons Ill the school's long hiS' Heights Herald (the college newsory,
l paper) and Maxie Jackson comBreaklast beg~n at the breaP posing room foreman of th~ Park
of day and contmued until DOOll City Daily News.
when luncheons took over at They were announced as rem a n Y _departments welcome<e cipients of Kentucky Colonel comback their past stars. After tht missions during the Herald breakf~otball g~e ended, receptions fast.
dinners, fri_endly get-togethers anc The massive throng at the foot[ some_ d~cmg were on the menu, ball game arrived in many inRe1gnmg o".er all the pageant- stances with top coats but quickJry was stunrung brunette Wanda ly moved into m If 1 • d •
of Glasgow who wa• ray of · k
u I-c~ore aid r. GOV. WILSON WYATT. GIVES ASSEMBLY ADDRESS-while campaigning
Western Kentucky last
!Steenbergen
crowned Homecoming ' q ~ ·' chrysanth!:~ s, swea ers an ~k. Mr. Wyatt discussed his platform and stated that he was in close agreement with the policies and
Fans 011 the s. th ·d
f
~ m of President John F. Kennedy. He spoke to a capacity audience in Van Meter Auditorium. Shown
stadium were t~-~~t ds\ e O th ~ 3 st•ve with the Lt. Governor are, from left, Dero Downing, dean of admissions; Rhea Lazarus, registrar;
tl1e most dazzling
~f •
·
Young Democrat Club, and President Kelly Thompson.
hwnanity ever seen on the Hill.
Those on the north, staring into
the sun, could look over a countryside that was a riot of hues
and tints and apparently never
heard of Castro or Cuba.
The tense world situation was
forgotten as the crowd worked
dents. Then he left for downtown
Wilson W. Wyatt, Lt. Governor
itseU into a , latlier over the sizBowling Green and, at 3:00 p.m.
of Kentucky and senatorial canzling football game. The onehe appeared on WLTV with Mayor
didate in the November election,
Point decision for Eastern was
Robert Graham, Mrs. Jones Merwas the guest speaker in chapel
just the reverse of last year's
cer, and R_aymond Mcclard. This
game when Western wrecked the
last Wednesday. Mr. Wyatt arrivwas a thirty minute discussion
Maroons' Homecomcr by the odd
on various campaign issues. That
ed at 9:30 a.m. and was met by
score of 16-15.
evening, Lt. Gov. Wyatt flew to
Bob Denhardt and Judy Doyle.
Louisville to make an address.
President and Vice - President
. One of the final activities of
of Young Democrats. He then
The citizens oJ Bowling Green
the evening was a dinner meetd a meeting with President Kel
• aHd the students at Western had
ing of members of Western's 1952
ly -Thompson until time for the
a first-hand opportunity to talk
football team, which shellacked
chapel program. ·
to the Lt. Gov. and to hear from
Eastern 48-6 and won the Refrighim how he stands on the basic
During chapel, Pres. Thompson
iss1.1es in the campaign for the
CGUNTDOWN READ 6-5-This erat~r Bowl championship at Ev- !
,
.
gnized several of the distinenate.
Union tloat wh' h d . t d W ansville.
,of Western s Homecommg celegu · hed guests in the audience:
illta 0 rb:t
,c . dep:~ e .
Attending the dinner were old IY· It was rival Eastern which
Dee Huddleston, State Youth Cam
1
7"' was IU g.,. wmn« teammates Bobby Bilyeu, Mar- · thoug~ by • 6-S acore,
paign Chairman, Ralph Lewis,
vin S_atterly, Jimmy Feix, Bubtraveling assistant in the camber Sunpson, Buddy Sydnor, Boll
paign, Worth Bingham, WashingPloumis, Gene McFadden, Bill
ton correspondent for the CourTate, Walt Apperson, Gordon
ier-Journal, and Maxey Harlen,
Ware, Max Stevens, Warren Maan on-stage guest, who is a member of the Board of Regents and
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~han, Ed Worley, Arnie Oaken,
Willard Price and Jack Theuera personal friend of Mr. Wyatfs.
kauf.
After Mr. Wyatt's address, he
As the star-Ht evening wore on ,
met students at the Goal Post,
the rare defeats of tile day were
then ate lw1ch at the school cafeforgotten by most, who were alteria. He spent most of his time
ready looking forward to Homeuntil 1_:30 p.m. talking to the stucoming, 1963.
___/
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Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt
·spends Day On Campus
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stern
Refinancing

Pia~_9a~91ed
A plan" for the t;5~blishment
of a Housing and Dmmg System
at Western State College through
a refinancing program was approved by the Board of Regents
in a meeting at the college yes•
terday.
• • •

tW C Dorm
I

Th• refinancing plan ~alls for
the issuance of $5,420,000 m Housing and Dining System Revenue
Bonds.
All nine dormitories now OC·
cupied and the Student Center
are included in the plan. The new I
11 • story dormitory for men \
is also includ~d. as w1:ll: as ~Y
housing and dmmg facilites built
at the college in the future.
Upon completion of the. plan
for reorganization of . the ~'.1~cing of housing and dinmg f!3-c1ht~es
at Western, the college's fmanc1al
capacity t.o fianance new academic buildings- will be increased, as
will its ability t.o creat~ ~:epanded
housing and dining fac1ltttes.
The board approv~d a- recommendation of Pres1d~~t Kell?7
Thompson that the '-!11htary science, physical education and for·
eign language departmen~s be
housed in the new Academ1c-Ath·
letic Building. The $2,900,000
structure now being . built on the
Russellville Road will be ready
for occupancy next September..
The military science and physical education departments . ~ow
housed in the present Phys1~al
Education Building. The foreign
languages classes are held on the
third floor of Cherry Hall.
The Board also approved a
recommendation by Thompson
that the new six-story donmtory
for Nomen located on the Kentucky B · ding grounds be n11:med
State 8 I. This new dormitory
was opened in September and
provides housing for 40~ wome_n.
It is the sixth new dormitory bwlt
on the campus during the past
six years.
·
The board approved other reports on projects now underway
at the college and acted on r outine business.
.
Attending the meeting held .tn
Thompson's office were H. BemisLawrence and Owen Hammons,
Louisville; Dr. Gerald Edds, C!il•
houn; Hugh Poland: Guthrie;
Douglas Keen, Sc_ottsv1lle; Maxey
B. Harlin, Bowling Green, a~d
State Superintendent of Pubhc
Instruction Wendell P. Butler,
Frankfort.
h .
The board members and t err
wives were guests along with l':fr;
and Mrs. Thompson at the W
Club Luncheon at noon and at·
tended the Homecoming football
game participating in the coronatio~ ceremonies of the 1962
homecoming ;- queen. B u t l e r
crowned the
een.

Damaged
By Blaze
Potter Hall, a women's dormitory on the campus of Western
State ColJege, yesterday was
damaged by a fire which broke
out in the closet of a first-floor
room.

•• •

Pumper companie No. 1 llnd
3 and the aerial ladder umt from
Central Station went to the college at 3;37 p.m They found the
lower floor of the buildmg filled
ith some, but the fire had not
s pread from the room.
F iremen made short work of
the fire, but several hours were
r eqtllred to mop up the water
poured into the room and which
spread throughout the first floor
of the building. The room and its ·
contents were heavily damaged.
Occupants of the damaged
room, Miss Linda Rudd, a senior from Madisonville, and Miss
Carolyn Helm, a sophomore from
ebo were not in the building
at th~ time the fire was discovered.
College officials today said an
investigation is being made in an
effort to determine the cause of
the fire. Firemen said there apparently was no wiring in t h e
closet in which the blaze broke
out.
Despite the water and smoke
damage. a crew from the college
I maintenance department had the
first floor rooms habilab
by
!- nightfall witq .the exception of
1
four rooms closest to the blaze.
The eight girls in these rooms
were . moved to other rooms in
the lntllaing.
. . .
Col
f~l.o;
j bJlhly
lYl' tiw~JJ. ot'City

I

WSC Dorm
•
Continu d from pas- l
Firemen and volunt.eers who a1d,e~ in the mopping-up operation.
As soon as the fire was under control, President Kelly Thompson
called for six volunteers to aid
maintenance men in cleaning up.
More than 20 men students responded t.o the call.
One of the co-eds, Sylvia Gilbert, a sophomore from Drakesboro, was overcome by smoke.
City Police took her to the hospital where she was treated and
dismissed.
Fire Capt. Lonnie Bellamy as
also treated for a cut over the
left eye. There were no other
known injuries in the fire.
College officials had cleared the
building by the time firemen arrived and fire doors separating
the floors had been closed to control drafts feeding the fire.
" We were just sitting there. •.
Dean (Charles) Keown came and
made us all hold hands (to keep
the group t<fgether as they were
led from the building) . • . you
couldn't see for the smoke," said
a co-ed who escaped from the
building.
About 15 hours after the fire
on the college campus, firemen
were sent on a faise alarm run
to City - County Hospital. At 6: 12
a .m t.oday, a malfunction in the
automatic fire alarm system at
the hospital brought out the three
Central Station units.

I

· hompson,
Butler. To Speak

Thompson To Speak At
Beta ~l\\~ Convention

At

2

Kelly Thompson, president of
V{estern State College, will address the annual Kentucky Beta
Club convention at 5:30 p.m. Saturday at the Kentucky Hotel in
Louisville.

ley and Mrs. Columbia Jones,
sponsor ; Mrs. Garnett Hackney
and Mrs. Bland Jordan, chapter
mothers; Mrs. Lurine Gibsoµ, and
Mrs. Juanita Dickson.

row and will conclude with a
banquet Saturday night.
Attending from the Beta Clubs
in Warren County's five high
schools and the Training School
will be:
Training School ~ Elizabeth
Stovall, Rose Ann Jones, Frances Mercer, Virginia Williams,
Suzanne McLellan, Sue Carole
Gerard, Nancy Graves, Ann Bryan, Carmen Willoughby, Paula
Wagner, Susan Friedli, Carolyn
Ashworth, Harry Gilbert, Frank
Perkins, Harold McGuffey and
Miss Fannie Holland, sponsor.
Alvaton - Judy King, Bonnie
White, Beverly Wagoner, Deloris
Hardcastle, Myra White, Lynn
Dearing, Tanya Lawson, Shrilda
Bray, Willard Ennis, David Sears,
Larry Osborne, Charles Bunch,
Gary Smith, Wendell Levan, Edward Donoho and A. M. Reynolds
and Mrs. G. G. Craig, sponsors.
Bristow - Judy Bullington,
Cynthia McConnell, Martha McGuire, Linda Simmons, Geoffrey
Hendrick, Mitchell Wingfield and
Mrs. Verda Hendrick, sponsor.
Ricbardsville - Cheryl Lynn
Runner, Sherry Lynn Elkin, Ruth
Ann White, Donna Stahl, Peggy
Devore, Joyce Hughes, Janet
Smith, Elaine Eadens, Clarice Elkin, Shirley Wilson, Linda Young,
Paula Kaye Pruitt, Virginia Wil-,
son, Frankie Wilson, Joy Lynn
Young and Mrs. Carol Gott, sponsor; Mrs. Paul Pruitt, chapter
mother, and Mrs. Edna Cashman.
North Warren - Sherry Cooke,
Mary Garnett Hackney, Virginia
Elrod, Judy Alexander, Linda Ritter, Janice Bledsoe, Rebecca Lewis, Linda Terry, Beverly Williams,
Chrystalee Martin, Sharon Lowe,
Betty Garrison, Joyce Isenberg,
Barbara Baccick, Doris Moulder,
Ellen Floyd,
ancy Gossom,
Marshall Marr, Larry Kidwell,
Elwood C er J r.,
arles Whit-

Bayles, Linda Belcher, Linda
Boone, Patty Brown, Wanda Carpenter, Nancy Crowder, Linda
Freas, Margaret Gentry, Linda
Lowe, Verona Meadows, Jennetta
Norris, Martha Owens, David
Ayers, David Buster, Joe Chap.
man, Brent· Garmon, Bobby
Hines, Johnny Hunt, Eugene Kirby, Charles Webb and Mrs.
Dorothy Dodson sponsor, and
Mrs. Jean Meadows, chapter
mother.

~e_~!i!':S

Kelly Tho~pson, president of
Western State College, and Wendell P. Butler, state superintendent of public instruction, w i 11
head the list of speakers at Fridayl} eeting of the T h i r d Regional Kentucky School Boards
Association meeting.
W. Ray Scott, Cave City, regional chairman, today said .
Thompson will deliver the wel- ,
coming address for the meeting
scheduled for 6:30 p. m. F,r,iday
in the Student Union Building at
Western. According to Scott, Butler and Burl St. Clair, vice chairman of the commission on public education, will deliver t h e
principal address of the ;neeting.
Taking part in a panel discussion on different problems facing school administrators w i 11
be: Lyndle Barnes, director of
professional services of the Kentucky Education Association; Ray
Corns, assistant attorney general of Kentucky; Don Bale, head
of the Bureau of Instruction,
State DeJIBI'lment of Education;
Dr. Robert Ogletree, associate
professor of education, University of Kentucky; Dero Downing,
dean of admissions at Western,
and Maurice Bement, executive
director of the Kentucky School
Boards Association. Bement will
serve as moderator of the panel.
The panel discussion will be
followed by the election of 1-egion' al officers, · Scott said.

* "' "'
• "' •
Warren County .High - MalinThe convention opens tomor- da Appling, Kathey Ayers, Mary
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THIS WAY, PLEASE-Fallout shelter sign in
t~e lobby at Van Meter Hall attracts the attention of Western State College president Kelly
Thompson, left; Douglas Keen, Scottsville,

ern student housing director; Charles Keown,
dean of students, and Owen Lawson Jr., director of buildings and grounds. The sign is one
of 23 erected at buildin gs on Western campus

Board of Reg~n!'s member; H: P. Griffin, Warren County c,v1I Defense chairman and West•

by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers to de signate emerge~y protection a~eas.
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To Elect Officers Thursday

S udent Advisory Council
Holds Kick-Off Breakfast
The President's Student Advisory Council met at an
informal breakfast gathering in the cafeteria Monday
morning, November 12, to officially inagurate the activities
of the Council.
Approximatly 75 members of the student body, representing the various classes, clubs and organizations on the
Hill, and their faculty advisors, attended the breakfast. Following the breakfast, Dean of Students Charles A. Keown
introduced the student representatives and the faculty and
administrative personnel attending the breakfast, after
w hich President Kelly Thompson addressed the group, outlining the purposes and objectives of the Council.
P1"€sident Thompson s t a t e d

that the Council had come a
long way since its formation
seven years ago, and that the
time seemed ripe for the Council to become a more effective
group than it had been in the
past. Although the Council had
been very helpful in the past in
bringing to light student opinion
on various issues pertinent to the
college, Dr. Thompson is of the
opinion that the full potential of
the Council has nol yet been
reached.

He illustrated his point by saying that before •Jne can construct
a building that will stand up un·
der the stress of time, there. IJ1USt
. first be a strO)lg foundation for
the building. He also stated that
~¥ felt that 'the foundation had

an excellent beginning and that

~ was now time to begin build-

mg u P w a r d and creating the
f~amework of a sturdy construetion.
When _an _effective plan fol' the
reorganization of the Advisory
Better Cross-Section
Council has ~een · completed, Dr.
Dr. Thompson told the mem- Thompson said that the plan
bers of the Council that rapid would be sent lo. the Board of
expansion and advancement be-reegents for adoption by the coling made in every facet of the ege.
.
.
college's operation called for comRepresenhves Listed
_prehensive study of the organi- Student representatives on the
zation of the Advisory Council ~tudent Advisory Council. and
in an attempt to allow for a bet- their organizations are as follows:
ter cross-section of student rep- Senior Class-J. Russell 'Ross;
resentation.
Junior Class-Carson Culler; Soph..::;.::::;::;:::::===r=~iiiiiii'-;;;==-...>more Class-Ken Duncan; Freshm an Class-Lynn Arnold; Arts
and Crafts club-Ray Lamb; Art
club-Barbara Owen ; Biology clubEllis Morrow; College Heigh ts
Herald-Douglas L. Verdier; Commerce Club-Harry Summerville;
Congres~ Debators-Bob Denhardt;
French club-Susan Foster; Geography club-Carlos B. Embry·
History club-Richard Turner; Iv~
Scott club-Brenda Southard; Leiper English club-Marty Basham·
Library club-Mary Jo Little; Math
club-David Moorman; Mus i c
club-John Stinson; Physics clubClifton Blick; Psychology c 1 u b·
Mike Miros; Religious CouncilLee Watkins; Scabbard and Balde
Rc)sell Blair.
Sp an i s h club-Allan Logsdon;
S. N. E. A.-Weldon Martin; Talisman-Jan Peavyhouse; "W" club
Ollie Newell; Western PlayersAl Young; Western Writers-Sylvia
Salem; Department of Military
Science-Lynn Bowles.

For

.
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Derryberry. To Head

Team Visiting WSC
Dr. Everett Derryberry, president of Tennes~e Polytechnic
Institute, Cookeville, will head
the group of educalors visiting
the Western State College campus next week as an evaluation
team representing the commission on colleges of the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools.

dr
;.W ester11

Gets G· rant

12/2/62

..

For Teac er l11sti 11te

• • •

Derryberry graduated Summa
Cum Laude at the University of
Tennessee with the highest academic record in the history of the
university. In all of UT's history,
he is the only straight-A student
who was also a member of the
varsity football team.
Selected as a Rhodes Scholar,
he continued his graduate work
at Oxford University, England,
from which he received the A. B.
and M. A. degrees. He taught at
EVERETT DERRYBERRY
Burritt College, the Universi ty of
.
.
.
Tennessee Junior College and was . The entire proJect 1s conducted
head of the department of lan- 111 co~peyat10n with the Southern
guages and literatw·e at Murray Assoc1at1011 1 of_ , Colle~es a_nd
State College before being named Scho~\s, \\ este1 n s reg10nal a~president of Tennessee Polytech- cred1tmg agency. :"he ~tudy will
nic Institute in November of 1940. h_elp Western proJect its educaThe team of educators headed t1onal pr9g1:am and plans for
by Derryberry will arrive on the growth w1thm the framework of
Western campus Sunday after- expressed purposes.
noon and remain until Wednes" " *
day to evaluate the results of an Every aspect of the total operains-titutional self-study conducted tio n of 'the college has been covby the college over the past two ered in the self-study as efforts
years.
· of every member of the faculty
The self-study is designed to and staff were utilized.
aid the college in re-assessing On the evaluation team with
. objectives, exploring ways and J:?erryberry are:
, means by which educational ef- Dean J. C. Horton Burch, col, ficiency may be improved and lege of arts and sciences, Georgia
preparing for the ever-increasing State College, Atlanta, Ga.
demands upon present-day insti- Edward Alvey, Jr., dean of the
tutions of higher learning.
college. Mary Washington College, Fredericksburg, Va.
Belt Keathley, dean of students,
Middle Tennessee State College,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Douglas R. Jones, director o[
department of education , E a s t
Carolina College, Greenville, N.
C.
I
Miss ,
· e ,av age, associate t
Iibrati~n. · ·versity of Virginia,
~

Special to The Courje,r-.Journal

Bowlmg 'reen, Ky., Dec. 2.-Western Kenlucky State
College has received a $94,790 grant from the National
Science Foundation in Washington, P~esident Kelly Thompson announced Sunday.
The grant is Western's 18th - - - - - - - - - - - - from the N.S.F. since 1958. open to a limited number of
Their total value is $600,106. graduate students not xeceiving
under the N.S.F.
The grant will support com- stipends
grant.
bined summer and in-service
High-school mathematics and
insiitutes in science and mathe- science teachers interested in
matics for high-school teachers. the institute should contact Dr.
The summer institute will be S u m p t e r, chemistry department, Western Kentucky State
held in 1963, and the in-service College.
institute during the 1963-64
academic year.
- ~ - -~ ~ - --.-'-----

1

Dr. Ward C. Sumpter of
Western's chemistry department is the director of the
institutes. Dr. H. L. Stephens,
head of the biology department, will serve as associatedirector.
65-Teacher Capacity
The institutes will offer
classes in biology, physics,
chemistry, geography-geology,
and mathematics. The summer
institute grant will cover stipends for 65 teachers in these
courses. The in-service institute
grant will cover study for 60
teachers.
·
The courses will also , be.

o ~~ ·:!L.-lolA.... ...,__ _ _....,

WESTERN PRESIDENT KELLY THOMPSON-handles the pouring duties in hosting a coffee break for the
evaluation team on Western's campus this week representing The Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. From left are Dr. Everett Derryberry, president of Tennessee Polytechnic.
Dnstitute and head of the committee; Dr. Thompson; Miss Louise Savage, associate librarian of the University
Qt Virginia; Edward Alvey Jr., dean of the college, Mary Washington College; Belt Keathley, dean of students at Middle Tennessee State College; Douglas R. Jones, director of the Department of Education, East
Carolina College and Dean J. C. Hornton Burch, college of arts and sciences, Georgia State College.
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BETA BESTS . . . Among winners in the Kentucky Beta Club talent contest last night were, from left, Phyllis Thompson, 15; Connie Wilson, 16, and
Patricia Lyons, 17. The first two girls were members of a Metcalfe County
High School group which presented a nightclub skit. Miss Lyons won individual honors with a jazz dance.

Beta Club To Hear
Thompson Today
Dr. Kelly Thompson, president of Western Kentucky
State College, will speak to about 1,550 members of the
Kentucky Beta Club today at the Kentucky Hotel.
The group is the state
branch of a national service
and leadership organization for
high - school students. There
are more than 8,000 Kentucky
members.
At the convention yesterday
members of 11 Beta chapters
competed in a talent show.
Metcalfe County High School
won the skit division with its
presentation of "Club Beta," a
nightclub variety show.

_ _ __________1
The individual talent winner was a senior from Lexington Lafayette High School,
Patricia Lyons. She pantomimed a jazz dance interpretation of "Marian The Librarian," from "The Music Man."
The two-day meeting will
end tonight with installation of
officers and the annual ball.

12 1

Lafayette Boy Electe
State Beta President
David Lowry Rouse, a junior at Lafayette High School,
Lexington, was elected state president of the ~entucky
Beta Clubs during the closing day of the clubs two-day
convention yesterday at the Kentucky Hotel.
Rouse, chosen by a majority - - - - - - - - - - - of the 1,784 delegates _repreThompson, principal c_onvensenting 7,061 members m the tion speaker, took as his substate succeeds Greg Haynes of ject club objectives and key
Sene~a High School.
words of the Beta Clu~ creed:
Also elected to one-year honesty, justice, . s~~1c~, coterms were Bruce M. Reyn~lds operation, respo~~1b11ity, mdusof Glasgow High School, v1ce- triousness, humility, and charpresident, and Donna Pa~ton
of Franklin-Simpson H 1 g h ity."In my opinion, the Bet a
School, Franklin, secretary. . Club is the best all-around
Dr. Kelly Thompson, presi- high-school organization in exdent of Western Kentucky istence in America today," he
State College, Bowling Green, said .
.asked the delegates to pledge
themselves to work for Beta
Club goals during the coming
years.
Promoting Citizenship
These include promoting citi~
zenship and leadership, reward-I
ing achievement and effort,
and inspiring honesty and
tolerance.
·

j

1

For Nuclear Studies
12/5/62

Cone·ge Receives $20,906
AEC· Grant For Education
A $20,906
educational gr.ant
from the Atomic Energy Qom.
mission has helped widen the field
of nuclear physics to undergraduates at Western.
The funds from the grant have
been used to fill one of the col•
lege's physics laboratories with
devices used for measuring radio•
active radiation.
"The new equipment has expanded our nuclear facilities a
!hundred-fold," said Edward A.
Barnhardt of Western's physics
department.
"We'll be able to do so many
things in our laboratory now,
ltbat we were not able to do before.
"For instance, we'll have a
neutron 'howitzer which will enable us to make radioacbive materials ourselves."
Barnhardt is ,teaching the. twosemester course, "Modern Phys•
ics- Laboratory," for which most
of the new equipment is used.

Buckman Laboratories in Memphis and the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. A 1959 graduate of
Southwestern College in Memphis,
!he received this M. S. degree Irom
Vanderbilt Upiversity and i1as co
eted l course· worl;{ toward his
Ph.D. ·
f also at V
bilt.
'"nle AE"C's purpose in thses
grants is to make more facilities
f ibhis nature available to colleges

..

Well Qualified

He 1s well qualified for t e
itask, having worked with "" ·

II

Institute Set
At Weste1·n
For Students
Special to Th• Courier.Journal

Bowling Green, Ky., Dec.
21.-Western Kentucky State
College has been awarded a
grant of $22,535 by the National Science· Foundation to
conduct a fifth summer science-training program for highschool students, · according to
Dr. Kelly Thompson, president
of Western.
Two weeks ago Western was
awarded a grant of $94,790
by •the N.S.F. for the fi:ftJh
summer institute and sliictm in•
service institute for s,cience and
mathematics teachers in Kentucky high schools.
The high-school student institute will be held during the
1963 summer session at Western and the in-6ervice institute
will be held during the 1963-64
academic year.
Approximately 80 high-ability students from Kentucky
high schools will be accepted
to participate in the program
June 10 through August 2.

' Highlights
Of Yesteryear
12/9/62

35 Years Aqo last Week
College High School became the first Bowling Green school to be awarded membership
in the recently • organized Southern Associa•
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
A Bowling Green man was forced from his
cellar hiding place with a threat of tear gas,
after he had held officers at bay with a gun
for about three hours. The officers were seek•
ing to arrest him on a drunkenness charge.
The Bowling Green High School football
team, accompanied by coach Douglas Smith
,nd a member of the City School BMrd, departed for Marianna, Fla., where they were
t.o play a post-season game with a team coach•
ed by Smith's brother, Jack Smith.•
Two cases of tularemia, rare disease
spread by germs in the blood of rabbits, were
reported in Bowling Green. Doctors said neith•
er of the cases was selious.
Thi:, temperature dropped from
degrees
to 13 degrees in a 14-hour period.

59

25 Years Ago last Week
The Kiwanis Club heard a representative
of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation express hopes of organizing a farm bureau in
Warren County.
Three persons died in Warren County's
worst accident of the year when two cars
collided near the intersection of Scottsville
Road and Lover's Lane.
Tobacco sales averaged j19.98 per hundredweight for the opening day of sales.

10 Years Ago last Week

Western Grad

To Join Faculty
Special to Th• Courier-Journik962

Bowling Green, Ky., Dec. 21.
-Curtis A. Logsdon will join
the department-of-physics faculty at Western Kentucky State
College at the beginning of
the second semester January
29, according to Dr. Kelly
Thompson, president of the college.
Logsdon has been a physicist
with General Electric Company
in Louisville since 1955. His
latest assignment has been as
a consultant in acoustics'.
The new faculty member
is a native of Hardin County.
He served three years with
the Air Force before entering
Western in 1951. He was
awarded the B. S. degree in
1955 with majors in physics
and mathematics.
1

Four Local
Educators To Attend
Conference / /
12 9 62

Four local educators will attend the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators conference
6tarting tomorrow in Louisville.
Kelly Thompson, president of
Western State College, Dr. Tate
C. Page of the Western educa•
tion department, E. R. Ward,
county superintendent, and Dr. W.
R. McNeill, city superintendent.
will attend the three.dat meeting.
Thompson also will attend a U.
S. State Department regional foreign policy conference at the University of Louisville tomorrow
and 'fuesday.
Eight staff members of the State
Department, including Walt W.
Restow, chairman of the Policy
Planning Council, will meet at
the U. of L. campus.
McNeill is president-elect of
the Association of School Administrators. Thompson will serve as
a consul~nt at the conference.

. An estimated 40,000 persons watched Bowl•
mg Green's annual Christmas parade.
An average of $46.20 per hundredweight
was established on the opening day of to•
bacco sales in the city.
A baby was born to a Boatland Road resi•
~ent on her way to City • County Hospital
Kl an ambulance.
Western State College gained a 34-19 football victory over Arkansas State in the Refrigerator Bowl at Evansville, Ind.

St. Joe High
Hears Debate

Exhibition
Eight Senators from the Congress Debate club presented their
emonstraton of the year at St
Jo eph's school, Wednesday, N~
vember 14.
Dr. William Jenkins head of
the Business and Gove1'.nment department and club advisor introduced the Congress Debate
club as the oldest organization on
the Hill. He stated that t h e club
{:ives students an oppol'tunity for
experience in public speaking and
debate. Mr. Jenkins pointed out
that most people lack skill and
knowledge concerning parliamentary procedure.
--- ~ -~---....,__

Time Friend
.
e ·c1e,
1es
Wayne Weller, long time friend
of President Kelly Thompson and

assistant principal and Dean of
Boys at Evansville Reitz High
School, died this week from injuries received when struck by a
car at Evansville on November
-10.
Weller, a 1931 graduate of
Western, was a member of the
same high school class \\'ith
President Thompson at Lebanon
High School and was a roommate
of the Western president when
they attended Western.
Weller was one of the most out•
standing members of the E vans•
ville school system which be
joined in 1941. Previously, he had
_,.se..,r~
·v_,.e~d as superintendent of the

17
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94,790 From NSF
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Western Gets Gra nt ·
For Teaching Progra·m
A grant of $94,790 from the National Science Foundation, Washingt 11. to Western State College
was anno1;111ced Saturday by colJege president Kelly Thompson.
,. ,. ,.

ice institute during the 1963-64
academic year.
Dr. Ward C. Sumpter of Western's chemistry ·ctepartme11t is the
director of the institutes. Dr. H .
L. Stephens, head of the colThe gran! is Western'~ 18th from lege's biology department, will
the NSF smce 1958, with a total serve as associate director.
value of $600,106.
The institute committee workThompson made the announce- ing with Sumpter and Stephens
ment of the latest grant follow- will consist of Dr C p McNaling notificati?n by Dr. Alan T. ly, head of the ch~mistry depart- 1
Waterman, director of the NSF. ment· Dr Marvin Russell head
The grant will ~upport_ con:ib~- of the physics department ;t Dr.
ed summer and m-serv1ce mst1- Lucia Anderson biology departtutes _in science and mathematics ment; Dr. Alla~ Anderso~. ·head
for high school teachers of those of the mathematics department·
subjects. The summer institute.
'
"'Vil1 be held in 1963 the in-serv- Dr. Paul TeITe , ead of Um
. . . - ~ - - - - - - - ' -'partmellt ii geography arrd geology; Dr. Raymond L. uratvetl8;,
dean of the college; Dero G. Downing, dean of admiss· ns; an ·a
Dr. Tate C. Page, h d of the
education department.
"This wiJl be Western's fifth
summer iositute and its sixth insezyice iDstitute for ,cience and
mathematics, t
rs, '
pter
said,
.
"We are happy to be able to
help romote the National Science

CURTIS A. LOGSDON

C. A. Logsdon
To Join ·western
Physics Department
, Curtis A. Logsdon will join the
physics department faculty at
Western Kentucky State College
the beginning of the second
semester, Jan. 29, Kelly Thompson, Western president, announced

at

t'oday.

l,Qgsdon has been engaged as
a physicist with the. General Electric Co., in Louisville. He joined .
the firm in 1955 and served in the
acoustics and measurements analysis for GE's major appliance
laboratories. His latest · assignment bas been as a consultant
in acoustics to GE's consumer
products group.
The new faculty member is a
native of Hardin County. He serv,
ed three years in the U. S. Air
Force before entering Western
in 1951, where he was awarded
the B.S. degree in 1955 with majors in physics and mathematics.
Logsdon and his wife, the former Elizabeth M3'1ine Watkins, a
Western graduate: have two children, Alan. '>, ar,

months.
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Western Gets Grant
For Teaching Program
A grant of $94,790 from the National Science Foundation, Washingtbu, to Western State College
was ·a1mo1;111ced Saturday by colJege pres1den; !<e~y Thompson.
.

The gran~ 1s Western'~ 18th from

the NSF smce 1958, with a total
value of $600,106.
Thompson made the announce~ent o! ,the_ latest grant followmg notif1cah?n by Dr. Alan T.
Waterman, dU'~ctor of the NS_F.
The grant will ~upport_ co~bu~ed s~mer and m-serv1ce m~tJtutes _m science and mathematics
for _high school teachers ?f ~ose
subJects. The summer mshtute
"Vill be held in 1963 the in-serv--~------''

C. A. Logsdon
To Join•· western
Physics Deportment ·
, Clrrtis A. Logsdon will join the
physics department faculty at
Western Kentucky State College
at the beginning of the second
semester, Jan. 29, Kelly Thomp.
son, Western president, announced

today.

L9gsdon has been engaged a~

a physicist with the. General Electric Co., in Louisville. He joined
the firm in 1955 and served in the
acoustics and measurements analysis for GE's major appliance
laboratories. His latest · assignment has been as a consultant
in acoustics to GE's consumer
products group.
The new faculty member is a
native of Hardin County. He serv,
ed three years in the U. S. Air
Force before entering Western
in 1951, where he was awarded
the B.S. degree in 1955 with majors in physics and mathematics.
Logsdon 1;1nd bis wife, the former Elizabeth Mi:µtine Watkins, a
Western graduate: have two cbil~
dren, Alan. ?, an · Angela, six
months.
,

ice institute during the 1963·64
academic year.
Dr. Ward C. Sumpter of Western's chemistry 'department is the
director of the institutes. Dr. H.
L. Stephens, head of the colJege's biology department, will ,
serve as associate director.
The institute committee working with Sumpter and Stephens
will consist of Dr. C. P . McNally, head of the chemistry depart- •
ment; Dr. Marvin Russell, head
of the physics department ;' Dr.
Lucia Anderson, biology ,dEJpartment; Dr. Allan Anderson, head
of the mathematics department·
'
Dr. _Paul eITe , ead o the
partm
geography and geology; Dr. Raymond L. ,-,,.,,.,...... ,
dean of the college; Dero G. Downing, dean of admiss' ns ; a n·d ·
Dr. Tate C. Page, h d of the
education department.
"This will be Western's fifth
summer insitute and its sixth inse ice institute for cienc~ and
mathematics- t
rs, '
pter
said.
"We are happy to be able to
help promote the National Science
Foundation's efforts to upgradethe quality of instruction in
science in the high school's of the
nation," he continued. "These two
institutes here are a part of several hundred the NSF will support
throughout the country this coming year."

•••

The institutes will offer classes

in the fields of biology, physics,
chemistry, geography-geology and
mathematics. The summer institute grant will cover stipends
for 64 teachers in these courses.
The ·in-service •institute grant will
cover study for 60 teachers.
The courses cffered will also be
open to a limited number of graduate students not receiving sti!)ends ·under the N~F grant,. thus
helping to broaden Western's '-'----graduate cirriculum, c o 11 e g e
officials said.
With the approval of the di.rec- , (!) u .
tor of the institute, those w h o fil ::! ·.::: fil
are taking institute courses un- ~ ..., 2 ::!
.,. der NSF grants may aJso enroll · gi -5 O
in the college's regular courses. E E bD
High school mathematics and 2 ~ -- ~
science teachers interested in the ~ ·;:: ~
''.. instit
should contact Dr. Ward .> ~ o
C. ~ pter, chemistry depart- ...,
u IIl
!llent, estern State· College.
al ~ al ...,
~=m"EZF""S"c"FrnW°:'llff- -C:S- ~ ~ :S: al
~ (!) - (!) ~
11'1 -;: al ~ .S!
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